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Haley House Future Threatened
by Christina Hippeli
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Flags were lowered to half mast at Boston College Tuesday afternoon, January
28, to honor the seven astronauts who died in the tragic explosion of NASA's
space shuttle Challenger. The explosion, which occured ten miles over the
Atlantic a mere seventy-five seconds after liftoff. The crew included Christa
McAuliffe, the New Hampshire schoolteacher who was chosen from 10,000
applicants to be the first teacher to go into space. Governmentspace specialists
have begun what they say will be the most exhaustive investigation in aviation history.

Though no formal decision has
been reached about the fate of Haley
House, Executive Vice President Dr.
Frank Campanella has advised
residents not to recruit new members
and to participatein the regular housing lottery if they are eligible.
The letter, dated January 23, was
sent to University Chaplain Rev.
John Dineen, SJ, and Haley House
Coordinator Jerry Koch-Gonzalez. It
stated that Haley House is "still
under consideration as a probable
solution" to the space problem which
will be created when Alumni and
Philomatheia Halls are torn down in
this spring to make room for proposed dorms.
"A final decision hasn't been made
and that wording ['probable solution'] is correct," said Campanella.
"I think the use of Haley House will
be part of the solution." A final decision will be made within two weeks,
he added.
Haley House residents expressed
anger and shock about the probability that the House's function would
be changed and in their lack of involvement in the decision making
process thus far. "I feel sad and
angry when I think of Haley House,
in its present form, closing down,
without at least being part of the
dialogue," said Koch-Gonzalez.
Campanella has promised to meet
shortly with Haley House residents
and representatives from the

BC Trustees Expected to Raise
Tuition, Fees by Ten Percent
by Veronica Noonan
The Boston College Board of
Trustees will meet on Friday,
February 6, to approve the proposed budget for the academic year
1986-87. The new budget will most
likely recommend an increase in the
cost of attending BC.

will be "in the same ballpark as last
year."
The University Budget Committee,
is composed of John Smith, Chairman and Financial Vice President,
Michael Callanan, Director of the
Budget, Dr. Kevin Duffy, Vice President of Student Affairs, Dr. Laurel
Eisenhauer and Dr. John Heineman,
two faculty representatives, Joseph
R. Fahey, SJ, Academic Vice President and Dean of Faculty, Leo J.
McGovern, University Secretary,
William B. Neenan, SJ, Dean of Arts
and Sciences and John Ginley and
Ellen Heavey, two student
representatives.
The committee has formulated a
budget and tentativetuition figure by
adding up all costs and expenses, then
factoring in income, [sports, accrued
interest, etc.] The tuition rate is the
differenceof these two components.
Last year's budget saw a 10% increase in tuition, raising the cost from

$7,475 to $8,225.
The increase superceded the
original estimated goal due to several
factors. Certain fringe benefits [Blue
Executive Vice President Dr. Cross premiums, retirement funds,
Frank Campanella has received the etc,] exceeded the expected rate by
proposed budget and is currently almost $900,000. Also, a reevaluation
reviewing it. He predicted there will of BC's utility costs which
be increases in the expenses, tuition necessitated alloting substantially
and room and board costs involved more funds toward this expense,
in attending BC. He said the increases especially due to the O'Neill Library.

Executive Vice President Frank
Campanella

The switch in bus companies and
upgraded service also required more
funding.
Another major factor in last year's
increase was the financial aid budget.
This increase added $250,000 to the
$140 million overall budget.
Last year's budget also saw an increase in housing fees. Tuition and
housing rates were considerably impacted by the increased capital expenditures now visible all over campus.

Chaplaincy, under whose auspice the
House falls, to discuss the future of
the residence program. KochGonzalez said he might feel differently about the situation after that
meeting, if he and other residents
believe they have played a role in the

decision.

The BC Space Problem
The lack of free space on campus
led to the consideration of changing
Haley House's function. Because of
space limitations, before a building
is built, another must be demolished
to make room. "If we were on a farm
in the middle of nowhere, we could
throw a building up whenever we
want," said Campanella.
However, this is not the case. Tearing Philometheia and Alumni Halls
down leaves the Alumni Association,
the director of Dining Services and
his staff, the Graduate Students
Association and part of the campus
school without space.
Campanella said the Alumni
Association expressed a preference
for moving to Putnam House on
Newton, in turn displacing the
seminars and meetings which take
place there. He is looking at several
sites, which he declined to identify,
to accomodate all the organizations.
"We're going to have to take up the
slack by changing the use or more intensive use of more than one of those
houses," he said.
Continuing the Programs
Not only the immediate future of
Haley House is uncertain. Whether
the resident aspect of the program
will ever be reinstituted is also
debateable. Dineen said he "absolutely" sees getting the community back in the future, though he does
not know where or when. However,
Campanella is less sure and would
not promise it would be restored.
"I'm probably so overwhelmed with
space problems that I can't stick my
head up," he said. "I wouldn't want
to raise false hopes."
Haley House residents fear
members of the administration do
not realize the importance of communal living in their social justice
work and their education. "The
whole thing that makes us special is
the communal living," said resident
Maria Qualtere. It is the sharing and
open discussion within the communi-

Framed Perfection

ty which gives its members the
understanding and strength to perform work for social justice, she
added.

Koch-Gonzalez agreed the communal component of the Haley

House is an integral part of the program. He said he believes people
learned more through interactionand
talking to each other than in the
classroom.
"What happens too often today at
universities is you space out for 45
minutes and then leave the class,"
said Koch-Gonzalez. "The standard
joke here is you interrupt learning to
go to class."
Dineen said the Chaplaincy is concerned with perpetuating the Haley
House program without the residential aspect, if necessary. Based on his
experiences living in a Jesuit community, Dineen acknowledged the
change would hurt the program by
taking the support system to continue
Haley House activities. However, he
said there is not much that can be
done to solve the problem.

Despite the strong possibility that
Haley House will no longer be the
social justice center on campus, Campanella said this does not reflect a
lack of University concern about
social justice, which is broader than
just the House. "In our planning,
should we change the function of
Haley House, we would make accomodations for social justice
groups," he said. "The University's
commitment to social justice is not
focused on eight or ten students in a
house."
Pulse Director Richard Keeley,
who served as Haley House CoCoordinator from 1976 to 1978,
agrees the probable change in Haley
House will not destroy the support
for social justice at BC. "I'm sure a
good deal of the spirit of Haley
House will survive."
In the meantime, Koch-Gonzalez
said he is alerting Haley House alumni about the danger the House is in.
"It seems to me that anyone who
wants to speak up about the value of
the House, now is the time," he said.
"Its future is definitely threatened."

Photo by Steve Fitzpatrick
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Haitians React Violently Over Probable Coup
by Rita Pandit

The unrest in Haiti escalated as the
President for life, Jean Claude:
uuvalier, imposed a state of siege late
last Thursday night. The announcement led to hours of violent antigovernment

demonstrations.

neighborhoods in the United States
as the US State Department announced on Friday that Duvalier's government had fallen and the president had
left the country. They later retracted
that statement citing "conflicting
reports" as the cause for the incorrect report.

Hospitals and witnesses reported at
least five people killed in the capital
city of Port au Prince and at least 61
people wounded throughout the
small nation. Sixteen of them sustained gunshot wounds.
Rioters ran through the capital,
building barricades on the streets.
Police responded by using clubs and
opened fire on them. Buildings were
also reported burning in the towns of
Gonaives, Petit Gonaives, Les Cayes,
and Cap Haitien.
Rejoicing took place in Miami's
Haiti" and in many Haitian

The White House announced
President Duvalier was still in Haiti
and that his government remained in
power. Duvalier came on the only
working radio station and said,"The
President is here, stong and firm as
a monkey trail." He then made a
brief tour through the city in a
necessary bullet proof limousine.
With per capita income of $320,
Haiti is the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere. Haitians have
been unhappy with the progress of
their nation and they blame Duvalier
for the stagnantcy of the economy.
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Two-thirds of the population of 5.8
million are employed in agriculture,
forestry, and fishing although only
about one third of the country is
arable.
Duvalier's father, Francois, was
elected president in 1957 and ruled
until 1971. The long-ruling Duvalier,
a black, used terror and violence to
stop his opposition which mainly
consisted of the mulatto minority.
His son Jean Claude Duvalier maintainedmany of his father's tactics in
keeping the opposition in line and did
very little to improve human rights
in the country.

Editor's Note: The following is second in a series of personal reports
by Daniel Bouvier, recounting his experiences in Nicaragua during
Christmas break.

the world. The government of
Nicaragua is presently spending
40%-50% of its budget on defensea percentage which it claims to be
necessary to defend against the Contras. Yet, this imbalance of spending
by Dan Bouvier
in the military and civilian areas has
A largeaspect of Witness for Peace led to a lack of developmentin other
sectors of society, including: clean
in Nicaragua is living in the "campo", or rural areas. The group spent water, paved roads, adequate
January 1-8 in the northern section plumbing- things US citizens have
of the country in four towns that
have been affected in some way by
the counter-revolutionarywar. It was
in the campo that we most clearly saw
how the war touches the lives of the
average Nicaraguan.

It did not take long to discover that
Nicaragua is an extremely poor country. Unless one has visited a Third
World nation, it is difficult to grasp
the extent to which poverty exists in

ISRAEL
Grants of up to $1000 each to B.C. undergraduates to
help fund study trips to Israel in the summer of 1986
APPLICATION FORMS:
Available now in the Theology Department,
Carney 418
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING APPLICATIONS:
Friday, February 14, 4:00 P.M.
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Nicaraguans do not even get that
much to eat.
Despite the poverty, Nicaragua is
fiercely nationalistic, and has

Farmers, page 11

Update Patriots Fail Drug Tests

BOSTON ?After being approved by the players in a vote Wednesday the
New England Patriots team agreement on voluntary drug testing failed two
days later.
After the Boston Globe identified six players as having drug problems and
provided confirmation from general manager Patrick Sullivan, the team
argued that the agreement had been violated since the pact took under account that confidentiality would be an integral part of the program.
Team sentiment was expressedby Mark Murphy, assistant to the executive
director of the National Football Players Association, who was quoted in
Thursday's Washington Post as saying, '...the players feel betrayed.'
Negotiations will be conducted at the ground level once again in order to
assure a more comprehensive understanding of the needs of both sides.

WASHINGTON, DC?Environmental Protection Agency chief Lee Thomas

issued a strong warning to Congress Wednesday stating that if the EPA is
further ignored by the Reagan Administration, disastrous conditions will result
in many states.
Thomas stressed that the nominal Superfund appropriations are rapidly
causing special toxic-waste clean-up programs to be cancelled or slowed down.
Subsequent grave, highly dangerous circumstances will surface, he says.
Thomas, as quoted by USA Today, said "Things are getting bad."

Compiled by Anthony Varona
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come to take for granted. Even our
meals reflected the daily diet of those
with whom we lived. Eathing nothing
but beans, rice and tortillas for each
meal was difficult at times, but we
managed when we realized that many

Waste Clean-Up Needed
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Ext. 3793
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Area Homeless are Given Warmth and Care
BC's 'Home Aid' Raises Money and Awareness
by Robin Nordlinger
"Ten Winter Nights," a fundraising project for Boston homeless, will
be getting a boost from Boston College students and other area university students.
BC juniors Neil Kinkoef, Bob
Weiner, and Justin Whitlock have
been running all over campus to raise
awareness of the plight of the
homeless.
When Ingalls Associates, a Boston
advertising agency coordinating
"Ten Winter Nights" contacted the
UGBC, President Peter Thomas
turned to Kinkoef, Weiner and
Whitlock to pull everything together.
These three juniors have been planning and organizing various activities
and events which begin this weekend
and will continue through the following week. They call their project
Home-Aid.
Whitlock says the week has been
"designed to meet three objectives:
one, raise money; two, make these
events enjoyable and community
enhancing; and three, to make our
small community more aware of one
specific problem of the outside community whose problems are so easi-

ly and so often ignored: namely the
problem of the homeless."
The UGBC has been working in
coalition with Home-Aid to make
"Ten Winter Nights" a successful
fund raising week. A video dance
sponsored by Chevrolet will be held
in the Rat on February 15th. The
UGBC will donate 50% of the proceeds to the T.J. MartellFoundation
for Lukemia and Cancer Research
and the remaining 50% to The Fund
for the Homeless.
Home-Aid is also working with a
group of sophomores who created
BC Aid. Kathy Adams, Karen Hart
and Ron Hebshie planned a dance for
O'Connell House to benefit two
shelters in Boston, Rosie's Place and
the Pine Street Inn. The dance will
kick off the week Friday, February
7th. BC Aid plans to sell 300 tickets
at $5 a piece beginning tomorrow.
The following evening, the UGBC
New Year's Bash will have a cash bar
and according to Thomas, it will be
a "stag" event. All proceeds will go
to The Fund for the Homeless.
Home-Aid will also ask for donations
at the Campus Pub Series during the
week of February 9.
During "Ten Winter Nights,"

volunteers from Home-Aid will go
from door to door to inform BC
students on the problems of the
homeless.
Mcl King is sheduled to speak on
the subject in the Robsham Theatre
on February 13 and other guest lecturers will also be scheduled
throughout the week.
Ingalls Associates works free of
charge on an account called The
Fund for the Homeless. Andrew
Cranin and Laura Felton of Ingalls
work on a number of accounts, but
this week, "Ten Winter Nights" is
right at the top of their list.
In December, Ingalls called on the
student governments of local colleges
and universities to come together to
help raise money for The Fund for
the Homeless. For the past two
weeks, representatives from BC, BU,
Brandeis, Simmons and Tufts have
been working with Cranin and Felton
to create a community feeling
throughout the campuses in order to
raise money for the homeless in the
Boston area. These students have
been planning events scheduled to
take place roughly between the 7th
and the 17th of February. The theme
centers around remembering the

homeless on these "Ten Winter
Nights." Ingalls, in addition to advice, will also be supplying each
school with 100 posters to publicize
events on each campus. They plan to
make "Ten Winter Nights" an annual event.
The next project for The Fund for
the Homelessis the building of a new
shelter in Sommerville. According to
a Tufts University representative, the
shelter in Sommerville desperately
needs money in order to begin construction. The Fund, co-chaired by
Kitty Dukakis, wife of Governor
Michael Dukakis, reports that there

The UGBC election committee,
responsible for all proceedings of
UGBC elections, is about to be formed for the upcoming presidential
election.
It's major purpose is to enforce the
election code. The code requires the
candidates to file weekly financial
reports detailing their income and expenses. Also, all campaign literature
and signs must be aproved and
stamped by the election committee.
The election committee is responsible for fining candidates who break
the code, monitoring the elections,
dealing with protests and violations,
and counting ballots after the actual
election.
The process has begun for screening perspective election committee
members. Senate President Barry
Pike, Assistant Chairman Mike
Johnson, Senators Pat Dunne and
Peter Roberts, and UGBC Director
of Academics Joanne Herina want to
alleviate the organizationalproblems
the committee had last semester with
senate elections. The major emphasis
is being placed on getting people who
will actually do the work, and who
don't have any previous feelings for
a candidate.
"The election committee is meant
to be set up rigidly and without
bias," Pike stated.
The selection process is done at
random. One hundred names were
taken from the Registrar's Office
randomly and these people were sent
letters. From this list, the ECSC
receives responses and works on
recruitment. After getting responses
from the letters, the ECSC interviews
perspective committee members and,
finally, appoints seven members and
seven associate members.
The problem of members quitting
the committee was the biggest one
faced last semester, according to
Pike.
"We have to find people who are
willing to give the time commitment.
It's not an easy thing to do," Herina
added.
Pike hopes that any other problems faced by the election committee can be settled by using the election code.
"The code is strong enough by
itself," Pike added.
Right now 14 people have tentatively been chosen. Today the
senate will meet and vote on the approval of these 14 people to be officially placed on the election
committee.

They met at an informational
meeting Thursday, January 30. They
expressed their desire to do a better
job than last time.
Once the 14 people are selected, the
ECSC meets one more time with
them, and then it dissolves, having
nothing to do with the committeefor

primaries the week before on March

16 and 17.
As of now, the candidates have not
been officially announced. However,
unofficial promotions of candidates
have been held for the past two
weeks. Students have attended
meetings and cocktail parties for
potential candidates.

The election 'is one of of the great
phenomenons at BC
?Senate Chairman Barry Pike
the rest of the election. The election
committee will then work on its own,
beginning witn the selection of a
chairman.
Based on the election code, the
senate is responsible for determining

the election dates. The date for submitting official letters of intent is
February 24. Campaigning can officially begin at 12:00 am, February
25. Nomination petitions with
200-250 signatures are due on
February 27. The actual election will
take place on March 24 and 25 with

Voices

When asked about the legality of
cocktail parties or happy hours according to the election code, Pike commented, "Nothing official has been
announced, therefore, it's not campaigning. The candidates only have
a month once campaigning officially begins. I don't see anything wrong
with them beginning now. It's
politics."
"You need commotion around
elections. It [the election] is one of
the great phenomenoms at BC," Pike
added.

on

Massachusetts, beyond

greater

Boston."

During the next two weeks, BC
students as well as many other
dedicated people working for the
Fund for the Homeless, will be looking for community support from
everyone on the BC campus.

Shelters Provide Help

Presidential Election Committee
Formed to Administer Campaign
by April Pancella

are between 8,000 and 10,000
homeless in Massachusetts and between 2,000 and 4,000 homeless in the
Boston area. According to a Fund
pamphlet,"Poor families and
unemployed men, NOT alcoholic
older men, form the bulk of the
homeless
in
population

by Timothy Spurr
The proceeds from the February 7
"BC Aid" dance will be going to
Rosie's Place and the Pine Street Inn,
two shelters for the homeless in
Boston.
The Pine Street Inn is the largest
shelter in New England for men and
women. On a smaller scale, Rosie's
Place provides the same services exclusively for women.
Roy Morrison, Project Coordinator at Pine Street defines the service they offer as "meeting the basic
survival needs of our guests," including food, clothing, and shelter.
According to Morrison, Pine St.
serves about 1100 to 1400 meals daily; donates about 100 sets of clothing
every day; and offers 325 men and
105 women shelter each night.
Beds at Pine Street are given out
nightly, on a first come, first served
basis. Morrison adds that the Inn
recently opened up three rooms in
local lodging houses for their guests
that can afford to pay a small housing expense.
Homeless women in Boston can
find food and shelter at Rosie's
Place. According to Paula Kowalke,
Permanent Housing Coordinator at
Rosie's Place, they offer four lunches
each week and five dinners. They will
soon be expanding their lunches to
five days per week as well. Rosie's
houses sixteen homeless women each
night. Again, open beds are
distributed on a first come, first served basis but a guest is allowed to keep
a room for seven nights.
Both Morrison and Kowalke claim
that the problem of the homeless in
Boston is a large one. Morrison
estimates that there are between five
and eight thousand homeless persons
in the city. These include people with

the Dustbowl

mental health problems that were
recently de-institutionalized, people
with substance abuse problems, and
some entire families. Kowalke asserts
that homelessness is a problem we
must all address.
The Pine Street Inn receives half
of its funds from the Massachusetts
Department of Welfare and the other
half from private donations of
money, food, and clothing. Most of
these donations are in small amounts.
Rosie's Place is funded completely
through private donations.
Meals at Pine Street are served by
volunteers. According to Morrison,
at least one church or civic group
comes in to serve each meal. The
shelter is also staffed by a professional, salaried staff to care for their
overnight guests. Rosie's place is
staffed mostly by volunteers. According to Kowalke, they have a regular,
volunteer staff 103 members strong.
Volunteers at the Pine Street Inn
find it a generally fulfilling experience. They get the chance to help
these people and form a genuine caring for them as they actually get to
meet and talk with them. At the same
time, the experience can be emotionally draining. Above all,
however, it is a worthwhile experience completing a necessary service to the homeless.
BC Aid and other charities are
helping them by providing the funds.
In addition, Kowalke thinks that
Governor Michael Dukakis has also
made a strong commitment towards
homeless
of
the
aiding
Massachussetts. Continued support
is, of course, needed. Donations can
be sent to: Pine Street Inn, 44 Harrison Aye., Boston, MA; or Rosie's
Place, 1622 Washington St., Boston,
MA 02118.

by Ted Mosher and Steve Fitzpatrick

What do you feel the role of the University Health Services should be in providing birth control and contraception for BC students?

Pat Kuras, SOM '88

Debbie Mrus, SOM '89

They should provide what the
students need. I'd rather abort the
churches high ideals than an unwanted baby.

They should provide information,

but it would be against the tradition
of the University.

Renee Munroe, SOE '88
Christy Fallon, A&S '88

Greg Tobias, A&S '87
Danny Gamez, A&S '87

Is it really necessary at this
institution?

We think pre-marital sex is gross, and
BC should do nothing to encourage
it.
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Editorials
Just A Neighborly Reminder
The Newton Board of Aldermen will decide sometime this month whether to
impose a non-residential parking ban for all of Newton. This means the end to
the already few available spaces for students, faculty, and visitors to Boston College. The ban would affect other institutions and businesses as well.
Boston College attempts to appease Newton residents whenever they complain
that we are inhibiting their 'quality of life.' As Newton Aldermen consider this
parking ban, let us remind them of how Boston College benefits their community:
?26% of Boston College's work force resides in the City of Newton.
?BC is the City of Newton's largest employer, devoting $13.1 million to
residents of Newton.
?The total direct economic impact of BC on the City of Newton is estimated
at $67.3 million.
?The Newton and Boston communities have the opportunity to utilize such
University facilities as the Plex and the O'Neill Library. Many residents and local
businesses also take advantage of the student labor pool available for hire.
Boston College has always been proud to be located where it is. We only wish
Newton politicians and residents would reciprocate some of these sentiments.

Access to the Press
The publishing of our ad policy has stirred discussion and debate, particularly concerning those ads offering services such as birth control, YD testing, and
gynecological exams.
We find the content of these ads to be an acceptable, if not necessary service
to our readership. This is especially true since birth control cannot be obtained
from the health services on campus except for medical reasons.
To those who maintain we are supporting abortion clinics, consider this:
We are neither promoting nor condemning abortion or any other service or
product in our pages.
Abortion is a serious and well-publicized procedure on which every woman
is free to form an opinion. We give the reader enough credit and the freedom
to make this decision.
Is it not possible that more abortions could occur as a result of individuals
not taking birth control precautions?
It is not the money, but the principle that motivates us to print these ads, and
they will remain until we decide otherwise.
As the Boston Globe editorial (April 22, 1978) wrote concerning The Heights'
decision to run these ads,
"The central issue is one of access to the press. A campus newspaper has the
same rights and obligations under the First Amendment as do all daily newspapers.
Along with that right goes a responsibility of giving legitimate access to subscribers
and advertisers. To deny that access as a means of protecting the student body
from certain information is wrong in principle and unwise in practice."

May the Homeless Find Aid
On these snowy, frigid, nights over 8000 women, children, and men in
Massachusetts wonder where they will spend the night. According to the Fund
for the Homeless, these people are not alone. Nationally, this past winter there
were more homeless people than in any other time since the Great Depression.
Many of those homeless in Massachusetts are not far from our doorstep, since
many are in Boston. There are shelters, but not enough. Due to a clause in the
Massachusetts Constitution, the state cannot directly contribute to charities.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the private sector to raise money for the
building of these shelters.
This is the objective of the Fund for the Homeless which has called upon
students to join in their Home-Aid campaign. The 'College Challenge' which
thus far consists of Boston College, Boston University, Brandeis University, Simmons College, and Tufts University, provides an opportunity for students to make
a difference for the needy close to home.
We urge the students of Boston College to show their concern and support
this worthwhile cause.

Getting the Newton Boot.
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Reader's Forum
Censorship
To the Editor:
After reading David Druffner's editorial entitled, "Advertising Abortion", one can't help
think they're reading an articlewritten by some
superior force dictating morality. His challenge
to The Heights is to divest from any type of
advertisement promoting abortion. Isn't he suggesting censorship of the press? Whether Mr.
Druffner feels abortion is a morally justifiable
act is not the question at hand.
The act of abortion, as he should realize, is
a personal decision, made by each individual.
No matter what Mr. Druffner's religious or
moral judgments may be, he, along with no
other human being, has the right to dictate his
sense of morality on others. He should take
note that according to the Supreme Court in
its Roe v. Wade decision, a woman has the legal
right to have an abortion.
By banning all advertisements for abortion
clinics, this independent newspaper, The
Heights, would be negating everything for
which the United States of America stands. As
American citizens we are very proud of the
basic freedoms that we possess as given to us
in the first amendment of the Constitution.
Freedom of the press is one of these freedoms.
Mr. Druffner is proposing that The Heights
should dictate morality through censorship of

the press. If his desire for censorship is so great,
then I suggest he moves to a society in which
censorship prevails. A perfect example would
be the Soviet Union where censorship is used
by the government as an instrument to suppress
the people.
Even though Mr. Druffner's moral judgment
against abortion is fine and admirable, he must
understand that he can't be so self-righteous
in his views. He can't, as much as he would like,
take his own personal opinions and try to dictate what should happen in the lives of other
Americans.

Kimberly A. Kohoskie
A&S '87

Thank You
To the Editor:

We would like to thank you for the editorial
regarding the present relocation issue on campus. The Commuter Committee and the Murray House managers truly appreciate the
positive coverage of Murray House in the
January 27, 1986 issue of the Heights. It is a
very pressing issue to all those involved and
campus-wide support is mandatory to the
House's activities and their preservation. Informative articles are of the utmost importance in
reaching the campus community, and at this
time awareness and support are key factors.
We feel that Murray, O'Connell, Hovey anu

Commentary

Effervescence of Christa McCaulif e ShinesForth
By Christopher Schmitt

Seven people, now heroes, died this past
Tuesday in a massive burst of flames, smoke
and fragmented technology in the brilliant
Florida sky. The death of those seven seekers
after the glory and wonder of exploring the
unknown is indeed a national tragedy; but in
the case of one of the doomed crew of the shuttle Challenger, the loss runs far deeper than
that.
Christa McCauliffe was no professional
astronaut. She was a simple high school teacher
from New England. But, because of qualities
in her personality that were especialy intense,
she was able to distinguish herself from the
thousands of other educators who were considered for this history-making mission. As a
result, she also stood out among her ill-fated
companions.
Over the past seven months since Christa was
selected for the "Teacher In Space" program,
a great deal of media coverage has been given
to the fact that, for the first time, a true civilian
would be going into space. I've followed this
story rather closely; and I've had a chance to
find out just how special a person Christa was.
Not only was she a valuable asset to the national image of the space program, she was also
the kind of teacher that most high school
students only get to wish they had. Herein lies
the true tragedy of Christa's death.
I first saw Christa on the Today Show in July
of last year. I had expected to see a bland
academicienne, chosen for the academic excellence of her students, or some such conventional reason; I was pleasantly surprised. The
woman I saw was energetic, vibrant, filled with
excitement at this great opportunity. In a few
moments I could see why she was chosen:

Christa had a sense of awe and enthusiasm for
new experiences that she made a regular practice of trying to instill in her students. Her eyes
shone as she described to Bryant Gumble her
perception of the role she was to play in this
uniqueproject. "I've always been a seeker; and
space, especially, has fascinated me since I was
a child. When I heard about the "Teacher in
Space" Project, I thought 'This is just the thing
to show my kids, and all students, the importance of experiencing new things first-hand !'
So I applied." The bubbling excitement in her
face and voice, as well as the energy she exhibited in the classroom footage of her, showed a teacher totally devoid of the cynicism and
lack of purpose so common in secondary
educators today. Not one of my high school
teachers came even close to the inspired attitude
toward teaching that Christa McCauliffe
possesed so naturally and the complete dedication to her students that she gave so
unreservedly.

The effect she had on her pupils could clearly
be seen in the aftermath of Tuesday's
catastrophe. Not one of her students suggested
that her decision to go into space had been a
mistake. In fact, one girl is reported to have
said right after the disaster, "Mrs. McCauliffe
died for all of us, in an effort to bring space
into the classroom. The value of her sacrifice
is something that we must never forget. I never
will."
Teachers of Christa McCauliffe's caliber are
rare indeed [I've never met one], and the loss
of even one is a tragedy so incalculable that one
can only hope that her sacrifice will inspire
other teachers to emulate her indomitablelove
of teaching, so that her death will not have been
in vain.

Haley House are important assets to the life at
Boston College. We urge all students, faculty
and administrators to use these houses and experience the unique qualities that each offer.
Thank you again and we look forward to further coverage of the issue.
Sincerely,
The Murray House Managers
The Commuter Committee

Right Wing View
To the Editor:

At first, due to your headline, and the incoherence of the article, I thought Rick
Newman's piece of Jan. 27th was intended as
humor. After more careful reading, I
discovered that the poor boy was serious.
Academic life can be such a strain. It's obvious
that Newman needs a good, long rest in some
quiet place, where sharp objects, with which
he might injure himself, are kept at a safe
distance.
As a matter of fact, he should take that vacation shortly, before I and my colleagues at the
Observer resume propogating the gospel according to our saintly "Reagan". Given Newman's
obviously excitable nature, our publication
might bring him grief, or apoplexy, he should
see it.
His suggestion of foreign travel is interesting.
He suggests that we of "right-wing" persuasion journey to Libya to train as terrorists.
Well, I for one am disinclined to strenuous activity in hot climates. I think I have a better
proposition for Newman. Although we at the
Observer are somewhat short of cash lately, we
are more than willing to arrange a trip for him,
to Chile. Just to be neighborly, I'll even write
his letter of introduction to Gen. Pinochet
myself.
George Dc Angelo
A&S '86
"Super-extra conservative"

Does BC Mom
Equal BC Slave?
To the Editor:

I was really disappointedto see in last week's
Heights that BC Student Agencies think so little of motherhood that they've named their new
maid service after BC MOMS. Now "for the
comforts of home" those BC students who
"wish Mom were here to clean up after" them
can call BC MOM and they'll wash your
clothes, scrub your floors and do your grocery
shopping, "just like Mom used to do." It is
totally unacceptable for BC Student Agencies
to perpetuate the stereotypical and demeaning
image of mothers as the family maid.
Calling a BC Student Agency cleaning service BC MOM bothered me so much that I asked over fifty students and professors what they
thought about it. Many people agreed that the
name of this service reflected mothers in a
disparaging manner, although some more
strongly than others. The interesting thing I
discovered however, was that it seemed like
everyone was trying to defend motherhoodthose who liked the ad and those who did not.
The people who object to BC MOM object
because they consider the ad insulting to
mothers, and those who were not bothered
became almost defensive about my asking,

A Cloos Call

because as many said, "That's what my mom
does."
Their answers were very revealing. One
bewildered female student said, "Well Patty
who picks up after you at home?" She just
assumed that my mother does. There were two
classic comments which reflect what many BC
students think about their mothers. One student said "My mom is my maid" and another
explained,"My mom takes pride in doing those
things." Remember we're talking about cleaning and grocery shopping. Those students who
think that in objecting to BC MOM we are insulting motherhood are missing the point.
Even if many BC mothers clean, cook and
do the grocery shopping for their families, they
do much more than that. Motherhood requires
patience, intelligence and creativity that being
a maid does not. It is degradingto equate this
very important job with a maid service. I realize
that calling the cleaning service BC MOM was
not a deliberate attempt to be sexist on the part
of BC Student Agencies. Now that they are
aware that faculty and students consider BC
MOM demeaning and an inappropriate name
for a cleaning service, I hope they will have the
sensitivity and intelligence to find a better
name.
The job of being a mother or of being a
homemaker has been devalued in advertising
and on television for years and by feminists and
non-feminists alike. Commercials portray
mothers as bimbos who find life's greatest
challenges in conquering "ring around the collar" and getting their towels "Downy soft."
We need to change these condescendingimages
of mothers. Motherhood has been dumped on
for too long. You don't have to be a feminist
to respect your mother-she's got a brain and
this ad is insulting. There's a lot more to being
a mother than cleaning, and if you don't believe
it, call and ask your mother.
Patty Hamilton A&S '86

Reconsider Ad
To the Editor:

In the January 27 issue of The Heights,
David Druffner questioned The Heights for
carrying advertising for The Bill Baird Center
and Repro Associates as a sort of "shadow
advertising" for abortion. Completely aside
from the moral questions involved in this question (in which I am in complete agreement with
Mr. Druffner) the logic of his argument is quite
sound.
It is common knowledge that where one can
find sex counseling and contraceptives, one can
also find at least information if not encouragement for abortion. Is The Heights staff really
this naive?- or does it merely "turn a blind eye"
to the conflict that arises between the ideals of
The Heights and such antithetical advertising?
How honestly does The Heights believe in its
noble ideal not to be "disparaging to any race,
sex, creed or nationality" (third paragraph ofThe Heights advertising policy statement). In
carrying such advertisements as those mentioned, The Heights has breeched this ideal in every
division. Abortion denies the sacredness of life
in a sadly irrefutable way. It denies this for the
reason that one life may disrupt the life of
another (Oh, what a disruption we all are to
one another).
I would ask The Heights staff to please
reconsider these advertisements in light of this
obvious conflict of ideals and sensitivities.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Kevin Flanagan
A&S '88

To Slay a Vapid Silence With Question or Response
by Paul Cloos

"So how was your vacation?" she asked,
swirling a sickle phrase to cut down the silence
between them.
"Oh, not bad," he said. "Except for the
end."
"Why, what happened at the end?'iV
"My brother John got in an accident about
two blocks from my house. I was running by
and I got to see him pulled from the wreckage
by the jaws of life."
"God. Is he alright?"
"Yea. He was pretty bloodied at the time and
looked worse than he was. He really just broke
a leg and got what they call lacerations in his
face. But I was chewing my heart at the scene."
"I'm sorry to hear about that. At least he's
alright," she said.
The two stood in the hallway by the storage
closet in a Hillside apartment. They were away
from the music and glad for a space to hear
each other talk. They knew each other from
sight, having been in a sophomore class
together, but had never really gotten close.

He'd chased her image across campus for a
year, trying to get to meet her, and she was
never there.
"So who do you know here?" she said, feeling dumb for asking but again slaying silence.
"Steve and Mike. We used to play football
together in high school. An awesome
backfield."
He thought he'd sacked his humility. She did
pirouettes in her mind thinking he was fairly
handsome but of curious specifications.
"You know, I've kind of looked around for
you in junior year and I never saw you anywhere," he found courage to say. After all, if
you scare her off with an honest approach she'll
be just one more lost girl of perfect dimensions,
and I have lots of those, he thought.
"Did you really?" she said, a bit excited at
this interest in her.
"Yea. To be honest, I was a bit unsure about
introducing myself now," he found himself
saying. "You know how there's a kind of magic
of possibility between people who recognize
each other and kind of give a passing smile but

don't break that barrier? It's like two pen pals
who meet for the first time. In words, on paper,
they be anything they want to one another. But
up close there can be cancerous honesty. I'm
sorry. Pardon my verbal flatulence. Anyway,
were you around at all?"

"I spent junior year studying in London,"
she said, giving him a probing look.
"That must of been exciting. Studying
English in England."
"It's sort of funny, though," she rejoined.
"I mean, people ask you what you're studying and you say English. And they give you this
sort of look, like, 'You mean you're studying
me?' Sometimes, to look at them, that seemed
a sorry prospect."
"I see what you mean. I know when I went
over there I'd never thought of myself as
American. Never knew what that meant. I
thought it was funny that traveling abroad
didn't change my impressions of there so much
as it did of here."
The two were wary of a silence, but she again

filled the void: "What are you going to do when
you graduate?"
"You and everybody else asking me that
question," he said a little bitterly and she
thought she'd put a leak in their chances. "I
suppose I'm going to get up, kiss my wife, have
a cup, go to work, come home, kiss my wife,
siphon dinner, and be a good white American.

I don't know. But I'll be out here. Comes a time
you get sick of chalky pedagogues puffing dust
at you and you just want to walk."
"You say some strange things. What was all
that about a wife? Is there what they now call
a 'significant other'?"
"A lot of 'others' but few 'significants.' The
wife and job and all now exist, as most things
do for me, in some kind of ideal state in my
mind. The rub is making ideals live."
"That's what they say," she said.
"My apartment's upstairs," he said. "Would
you like to go up there and talk some more?"
The two were wary of a silence between
them. She questioned her answer. .

6 February
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BC Decides Against Official Gay Recognition
rooted in the Catholic tradition."
The Roman Catholic Church cannot
condone any sexual activity that does
not lead to procreation. In
acknowledging the existence of the
Lesbian/Gay Community, BC would
be tolerating a lifestyle where the
"equivalent in heterosexual activity"
cannot be found, said Dufffy.
Duffy also stated that educationally, BC could not "recognize any
group if primary reason of orientation is sexual preference of
members."
Brennen used a passage from A
Pastoral Reflection on the Moral Life

by Joanne McAllister

The Administration of Boston
College has decided against officially recognizing the Lesbian/Gay Community. The verbal announcement
was given to David Brennen, the
group's spokesman, just before the
Christmas break.
In a meeting with Vice-President
for Student Affairs Kevin Duffy,
Brennen was told that "at the present
time the University would not
recognize" a gay coalition.
The reasons for the decision, according to Duffy are "basically
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showed a lack of surprise about the
decision, student reaction varied.
Freshman Nick Cavander thinks it is
a bad idea. "It's a way of the school
saying that it [homosexuality] is
wrong. What gives the school the
right to say?" Cavander also believes
that the Roman Catholic tradition
should have no influence on the

decision.

Junior Debbie McCloe also
believes that the church should stay
out but believes BC has a valid argument for not recognizing a club
oriented in sexual preference."
Tom Keer. a junior, thinks they

We're 'trying to strike an intricate balanced
?Vice President for Student Affairs Dr. Kevin Duffy

degree of pastoral understanding and
care."
When Brennen met with Duffy, he
found him already familiar with the
passage. Duffy used it as an argument against affirming the existence
of the gay coaltion. "It is my
assumption that he is stressing the
word special in the pastoral care,"
explained Brennen.
Chuck, a gay graduate student,
further interpreted, "special, care?
like, you reach out to the wounded."
Although students not in the Lesbian/Gay Community commonly

-
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should "have the opportunity to be
as any other club" but predicts BC
"will never get that kind attitude."
Many students sided with the administration decision based on the

Catholic decision.
Senior Pete Reilly, an economics
major, agrees with the decision
because of BC's Jesuit tradition. He
sees the issue as not limited to BC.
He believes that the university has a
"responsibilty not just to its students
but to the community as a whole."
Gays should take into consideration the fact that "this school is a
very athletic, Catholic oriented
place," said Freshman Susannah
Evans.
Another freshman, Johanna
McCormick, believes gays have every
right to exist but that their sexual
preferences are "something that

°
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l

that the gays are students of BC the
school will help them through this
identity." He said that the University is "trying to strike an intricate
balance." The group is allowed to
meet regularly in Haley House, "as
can any group of students," said
Duffy.
The administration is also behind
a human sexuality symposium that
UGBC is sponsoring. The symposium will include a series of lectures designed to illuminate general
issues concerning sexuality. The goal
of UGBC is to bring to the University theological, psychological,
sociological and political points of
view centering the topic.
Is the administration unofficially
affirming the existence of a gay and
lesbian community? Duffy resolves
the schism, stating, "the key difPanel, page 25
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should not be a club, but much more
personal." Junior Mike Pfau echoed
these sentiments, "They're taking it
out of a sexual preference and putting it into a social context."
Tom, a gay freshman summed up
the feelings of the Lesbian/Gay
Community, "a minority is a minority. What other arbitrary decisions are
you going to make?"
Tony Dell Fera, a gay graduate
student, and past president of Gays
at MIT, explained why he feels the
need for recognition, "The fact that
MIT has on its front cover [of promotional literature] that it does not
discriminate
sexual
against
preference in its [affirmative action]
list gives the student the right to go
to the administration and say
'help."

According to Duffy, "to the extent
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presented by The National Conference of Catholic Bishops to defend
the homosexual position in the
Catholic Community. The piece says
that "Homosexuals, like everyone
else, should not suffer from prejudice
against their basic human rights."
The
bishop's
publication
distinguishes homosexual activity
from homosexual orientation, the
former being morally wrong. It states
that "homosexuals should have an
active role in the Christian Community." The passage also asks
leaders of the Church to "provide
them fhomosexualsl with a special

It's not too early to start thinking about
your housing for next year. Off-campus
apartments are an important consideration
for BC students required to find housing for
1 school year. We cater to BC students and
would like to guide you through the task of
renting an apartment.
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BC and Naval ROTC Disagree on Enrollment
by Karen Sullivan

contact between BC and Naval
ROTC at BU, Naval ROTC requires

Negotiations between Boston College and Naval ROTC of Boston
University relating to possible crossenrollment for Naval ROTC students
at BC are currently in the initial

that BC give credits for the courses
BC Naval ROTC students take, that
their grades appear on the BC
transcript, and that the grades count
toward their cumulative grade point
average. Otherwise, Naval ROTC at
BU will not enter into an agreement.
Ryan explains, "BC says,'We will

staees.

According to Assistant Dean of
Students D. Michael Ryan, who is the

which BC would have to give
students three credits.
According to Ryan, Captain Willis
Rich, Professor of Naval Science at
BU, will meet with the deans of the
different schools to present the Naval
ROTC program, and lobby credits
for their courses.
William B. Neenan, S.J., Dean of
Arts & Sciences and Chairman of the
A&S Educational Policy Committee
explains, "We're (A&S EPC) going
to be interviewing Captain Rich for
informational purposes, to find out
what they're proposing."
According to Neenan, Joseph R.
Fahey, S.J., Academic Vice President
lounge refurnishings and repair, JC of the University, has the responScoops, The Club and the McElroy sibility for deciding whether or not
picnic table area are all finished
projects.
UGBC was awarded an initial
$50,000 to help carry out the Newton
Campus renovations which were to
be completed on September 4. Due
to the main campus projects,
however, the plans were postponed.
It was decided that JC Scoops and
McElroy be completed this semester
and Newton next semester. UGBC
was given an additional $28,000. The
go along with everything up to the
GPA.' That is where the log jam is
at this point."
Ryan adds that there are some
science and physics courses offered
at BC that Naval ROTC will accept
in lieu of their courses. In return, the
Naval ROTC has some "highly
sophisticated and professional
courses in the engineeringfield," for

Undergrads, Law Students Clash
Over Proposed Barat Renovation
by April Pancella

As the Undergraduate Government of Boston College [UGBC] and

University Buildings and Grounds
finalize plans for the February
renovations of Barat House and the
Quanset Hut, Boston College Law
School students express their outrage
in their constant pursuit of space on
the Newton Campus, which the
school shares with BC freshmen.
The plans for Barat House basement and the Quanset Hut are aimed at improving the facilities on
Newton Campus for the campus
residents.
UGBC President Peter Thomas
states that the purpose of the renovations is to "change existing space to
usable areas."
Besides basic repairs, such as
plumbing, carpeting, tiling and painting, the buildings will undergo
remodeling. The Quanset Hut will
have walls knocked down and will
eventually include a game room, an
exercise room and a new basketball
court. Barat House basement will be
made into a quiet meeting area for
undergraduate campus residents with
music, TV screens and possibly
refreshments and a non-alcoholic
bar. Additional entrances will be installed also.
"It [Barat basement] will be a nice
facility for the Newton Campus
residents to use to get out of their
rooms. It would really be accomplishing something," Thomas
added.
Newton Campus residents are excited about the improvements. They
feel that some facilities are needed on
Newton.
"It's a great idea. It will bring the
people in the dorms on [Newton]
campus together," said Newton
Campus resident Nicole Donnelly.
"We have to go to main campus
all the time. If the facilities are better on Newton, it will bring spirit,"
Donnelly added.

However, as Newton Campus
residents rejoice, BC Law School
students are in uproar over the plans.
"Barat House is all we have, and
we don't even get it that often," said
second-year law student Robin
Johnson.
"This isn't good. We don't have
enough space as it is," said secondyear law student Josephine McNeil.
"It's time that the school realizes
that this campus [Newton] is the law
students' just as much as the
undergraduates', and that we should

SPORTS SHOP

'We don't have enough space as it is.'
?BC Law student Robin Johnson
current completion dates are set at

have equal access to all facilities,"
added third-year law student Hank
Rouda.
"The undergraduates aren't getting Barat House," added Johnson.
The renovations on Newton Campus are among a long list of improvements in facilities at BC. The
UGBC, Buildings & Grounds and a
special committee consisting of
representatives from Student Affairs,
Housing and Dining Services have
been working on these plans since the
June 1985 proposals by UGBC. The

February 15, 1986 for Quanset Hut
and February 22, 1986 for Barat

_

House. Funds being used are only
those available in the budget and will
not effect tuition.
Future plans consist of a University Center in McElroy and a glassenclosed dining area in Lyons as an
extension of the Rat. Both McElroy
and Lyons will need building extensions and renovating for these goals
to be achieved.
"We hope to better student-faculty
relations," Thomas added.
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the University will have a relationship
with Naval ROTC, and the EPC
Committees of each school are
responsible for determining whether,
and to what extent, a course would
be given academic credit.
Neenan explains, "In April, Fr.
Fahey has invited various EPC's to
a discussion of Naval ROTC at the
University Academic Council. I
speculate that results will be seen
some time after that."
Currently, students at BC are
allowed to participate in Northeastern's Army ROTC, says
Neenan.
"ROTC was on campus as a program from 1949 to 1970," explains
Talks, page 18
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Amnesty International Fights to End Torture
this position while theropes cut into
his flesh.

by Michael Agoglia

March 1984?Zaire.

The security guards pour into the
dark, cold cell. Ngwashi Chola, a
prisoner in a Zaire detainment center,
knows why they have come. As the
night before, he is thrown against the
metal grating. His shirt is ripped
from his back. And then the whipping, that would scar him for life,
begins again. After twenty minutes
of intense pain, the guards lash his
hands behind his back and bend his
legs until his ankles can be tied to his
wrists. He is tied and held in

This is not a fictional account from
an upcoming horror film. Torture
like this is all too real. Nearly one
third of the nations of our world use
torture as an instrument of oppression. Its scope and barbarity extends
beyond imagination. But there are
ways of combatting it.
Amnesty International [A.l.]
documented evidence of this torture
and informed its network of
members in over 155 countries,
within days, ten thousand letters rain-

Solve Your Personal Problems
Talk With A Skilled
Professional About:
Setting career goals
Improving your interpersonal
relationships
Stress management
Paula Levinton, R.N.M.S.C.S.

ed upon Zaire's ministries calling for
Ngwashi Chola's release. They had
been written by ordinary people like
you and me. This deluge of concerted, public pressure enabled Chola
and many persons like him who have
been wrongly imprisoned and inhumanly treated, to be set free.
Amnesty International is a human
rights organization which has aquired
worldwiderespect for its impartiality. It works for the release of all persons detained for their beliefs, ethnic
origins, language, or religion provided they have not used or advocated
violence. These victims are termed
"Prisoners of Conscience."

It^soseekstoab^lish^rtur^n

all forms of cruel and degrading
capitol punishment. Its effectiveness
and committment to these ideals were
cited by the Nobel Peace Prize committee when it awarded Amnesty the
honor in 1977.
Amnesty has been actively present
here at Boston College for the last
five years. Since its inception, the BC
group of A.I. has worked with a
growing core of committed members.
As part of a larger orginzation,
8.C.A.1. tries to educate students
and itself by hosting human rights
related speakers and films through
the year.
In both its magnitude and degree,
the rampant, worldwide abuse of
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The Life and Times of the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, a one man
show based on the life and times of King, and the civil rights era, will be
shown at the E. Paul Robsham Theatre this Saturday at 7:00. The play tells
about Dr. King and his non-violent approach to the Black Movement of the
Sixties and its affect on the world. Tickets are available at the OSPAR ticket
office Monday to Friday, and at the door on the night of the performance.
The price is $2 for students. $3 for non-students.

Blazer.

UPTOWN OFFICE, 334 Mass. Aye.
(across from Symphony MBTA)
12:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. M/F
DOWNTOWN OFFICE, 66 Canal Street
(across from Haymarket MBTA)
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. M/F
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human rights is an urgent problem.
The Boston College chapter of
Amnesty International addresses and
tries to help correct it. The campus
group opens a unique, challenging
and educational doorway for
students to work within a respected
organization in human rights.
For instance, Saturday February 8
at 7pm in Cushing 001, the group is
sponsoring a lecture by a recently
returned South African dissident,
Okumza Macozoma.
Equally important is the educational aspect of Amnesty's work. The
campus group tries to involve the BC
community in case by case letter
writing. Petition drives are regularly
held to help bring the weight of an
awakened world consciousness on a
specific, documented incidence of
abuse. For example, early last year,
the Peruvian military was killing an
adverage of 450 innocent civilians a
month in its campaign against communist guerillas. The BC group
gathered 1600 signatures on
postcards protesting the atrocity.
Along with other letters sent from
around the world, the effect was
significant. Noncombattantmurders
dropped sharply. The Attorney
General of Peru even mentioned
Boston College in a report reacting
to the protest.
International law and the United
Nations have failed to prevent
goverments from the systematic
violation of the human rights of their
citizens. But the grassroots campaign
conducted by A.I. at Boston College
and around the world has proved effective. In one-third of the cases
adopted by Amnesty, the prisoners
are released. This year's campus
group has just finished its focus on
abuses in the USSR.
This semester, 8.C.A.1. will concentrate on the Phillipines and South
Africa. Hopefully, Amnesty's record
of furthering the goal of human
rights will be recognized in these two
troubled regions.
Those interested in learning more
about human rights and Amnesty can
attend the campus group's bi-weekly
meeting. The weekend of February 8
and 9 also presents individuals with
an opportunity to participate in
Amnesty's regional conference.
Members from twelve northeastern
states will be converging at BC for
two full days of films, speakers,
orientation sessions and workshops.
Those interested in attending these
events can register for them Saturday
morning in McGuinn lobby. Michael
Agoglia can be contacted at 964-3242
for details.
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Jesuit Relates His Life, Work and Philosophy
Giulietti keeps in shape by frequent tion into something creative and
runs around the reservoir and useful. Secondly, it got me out of the
city and into the country. I started
Rev. Julio Giulietti, S.J., wears a workouts at the Plex. At 39 years of
thin cloth bracelet around his wrist. age, he has travelled and done more making a whole new set of friends.
That was great," said Giulietti.
It's a hand-woven bracelet, given to than most people do in a lifetime.
While Giulietti said he always confirst
memories
Giulietti's strongest
him by a man he met last summer in
sidered
becoming a priest, he also
in
Brooklyn,
are
of
his
years
pre-teen
a Salvadorian refugee camp. For
"But
when I was growing up,
said,
N.Y.
moved
to
family
Brooklyn
?Julio
his
and
His
Giulietti
to
students
every Catholic boy thought of that.
friends?the bracelet is a reminder of
the pain and suffering he witnessed
firsthand.
"I rememberthem wl.cn I wear it.
It often reminds me of their pain and
<"/
gives me the energy to do what I do,"
said Giulietti.
Giulietti described what he does
during an interview in his Gasson
Hall office. In addition to teaching
one theology course each semester,
Giulietti serves as director of the
Boston College International when he was four, leaving a large exVolunteer Program and as co- tended family in Westfield, MA. He
director of BC's Program for the described it as, "The first major shift
Study of Faith, Peace and Justice. in my life, one of many important i thought about being a lot of things
shifts of territory."
during high school, a doctor, a
"The International Volunteer Pro"I was feeling very lonely during teacher. I think it was senior year in
gram has two goals. First it allows
others to help themselves. Second, this time. I think the loneliness came college that I thought seriously about
volunteers will have the experience of out in aggression. I was in a lot of it."
Asked what drew him to the
knowing that their desire to be fights, getting in trouble. I wasn't
happy," said Giulietti.
Giulietti said his attracpriesthood,
helpful in the world has a practical
tion to it has shifted from time to
A major change occurred when he
and useful outlet," explained Giuliettime. Yet, he remembered two things
ti. The program places BC graduates joined the Boy Scouts at age 13.
I
which
were happening in him.
things
happened.
began
First,
"Two
in Jamaica, Belize, Peru, Egypt and
"I think I always felt the presence
from
destrucenergies
to
channel
my
the outer islands of the Bahamas.
The Program for the Study of
Faith, Peace, and Justice is an
undergraduate academic program.
Students in the program take a concentration of courses dealing with
peace and justice issues.
In Giulietti's office are many signs
not only of his work here at BC, but
of extensive travel throughout the
world. Momentos he has gathered
hang on the walls, including a cloth
tapestry from India, a wooden
crucifix from Africa and watercolor
paintings, given to him by school
children in France. Plants, a couch
and a coffee table all add to the comfortable, homey feeling of the room.
Leaning back in his office chair,
Giulietti's graying black hair and
Italian good looks are complemented
by a warm smile, sparkling eyes and
a relaxed sense of humor which imMon-Fri: 6 AM-9 PM
Sat & Sun 7 AM-9 PM .
mediately put one at ease. The 59"
\u25a0
\u25a0 t
by Paul Janeszewski
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of God in me, not weirdly so, but it parish setting. He said the Jesuits
was always there. I also always provided him with a way to put his
remember wanting to do something faith into action.
"The Society of Jesus' focus can
for people. It was in my later years
be encapsulated in a faith that does
of high school that I began being attracted to some of the things the justice. Faith is only words if it is not
priests in our parish were doing. I experienced in action...the faith a
thought, 'I'd really like to do that,'" person has should move them
said Giulietti.
towards acts of justice. If people suffer, God suffers," Giulietti said.
Giulietti explained the two focuses
of the Jesuits are to be with the poor
and the broken in all parts of the
world while also being with those
who have power. "We must also be
with those who are privileged financially, emotionally and intellectually by bringing alive in them their own
sense of God and justice. These are
the people who are going to be effective for change in the world," said
Giulietti.
He said the Jesuits face a great risk
with
this focus. "The risk for the
Giulietti said he was attracted to
Jesuits is not to become too identified
the Society of Jesus because it reached college students and others who with the powerful and the elite. We
weren't being reached through the
Giuiletti, page 20

'The risk for the Jesuit is not to
»M)S become too identified with the
powerful and the elite.'
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373 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
731-8879
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Salad, Sandwiches, Chili
Breakfast Served
1918 Beacon Street
Cleveland Circle
566-9307
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How to Make Your Apples More Appetizing
Mac Connection
by Pat Kuras

There's no doubt about it?
are getting mighty
popular. If you don't have a computer, you probably know someone
who does. If you haven't yet used one
in a course at BC, you probably will
before you graduate.
But computers scare some people
and confuse others. There is a
widespread belief that profitable use
computers

of computers requires some magical
sixth sense?a sort of innate "computer instinct."
This column is here to help debunk
that myth and to demystify computers for the average person. My
purpose is to give everyone a chance
to let computers help them. I won't
try to convince you that if you don't
buy a computer tomorrow you'll be
left in the stone age. That's just sales
talk and I'm not a salesman (yet).
I sincerely believe, however, that
computers can be useful to (and fun
for) everyone. Learning to use a computer (particularly the Apple Macintosh, which is the primary subject of
*

Decision Research
Offers $5.50 per hour

Immediate openings for bright, motivated
people to conduct market research studies
at our Brighton telephone facility (on the
Green Line). Permanent, part-time work;
flexible hours.
Decision Research Corporation
782-2433
Equal Opportunity Employer

this column) is remarkably similar to
learing to play a new video game
(remember those?). And for those
who insist that they hate computers
(but nave never used a Macintosh),
let me quote an infinite number of
parents whose children refuse to eat
some unfamiliar food. "How do you
know you don't like it if you've never
even tried it?"
A person would have to be ignorant not to notice the preponderance of Apple Macintosh computers at BC. More than 750 of these
machines have been sold to BC
students, faculty and staff by the
campus computer store.
There are 126 Macintoshes
available for public use in O'Neill
Library and numerous academic and
administrative offices have chosen to
use the Macintosh in their work.
"Why are there so many Macs at
BC?" you ask. "I thought IBM made
the best personal computer." Well,
that's another issue, but there is a
good reason for the popularity of
Apple's flagship computer on
campus.
BC is a member of the "Apple
University Consortium." According
to Apple, "The Apple University
Consortium is a marketing and
developmentprogram made up of 24

universities across the United States.
The major purpose of the Consortium is to encourage development
projects for integrating Macintoshes
into the instructional and operational
programs of educational institutions.
The consortium agreement provides that the member university may
purchase Macintosh equipment at
prices significantly lower than retail.
The discounts can be as high as 50%.
in excnange, the university promises
to purchase a certain amount of
equipment and to develop and
distribute software suitable for use in
all parts of education. The university may pass its savings along to its
students and faculty, which explains
why BC students can buy Macs at
such good prices. (Interested parties
should contact the Computer Store
in Fulton 108, x8563. By the way, if
you go looking for the Computer
Store and find yourself in the men's
room, go down the hall to the other
room 108.)
All this means a number of things
for the average student who has never
used a computer. First, since the
computers located in O'Neill are
available to anyone with a valid
BCID, anyone at BC can use a Mac.
Owning a computer is not necessary.

Second, if a person does want to
buy a Mac, he or she may do so for
much less than the average computer
buyer can. (Generally, BC's price is
about $200-$3OO less than the lowestpriced outside discounter's.) Finally,
everyone (yes, even those who have
never been near a computer store
before) is capable of learning to do
productive work on a Mac in under
one hour. One hour. So swallow your
fear (or your dislike) and give it a
shot. Like they say,"Try it-you'll like
it!"
As a postscript, let me clarify the
purpose of this column. I wish
primarily to make it easy for
nontechnical people to reap the
benefits of the Apple Macintosh,
while at the same time increasing
their awareness of the processes at
work inside the machine. To do this,
I will explainin simple terms methods
of improving the machine's
usefulness in different applications.
I will also pass along news items
of interest to Macintosh users. I will,
at times, address the column to those
interested in some of the more
technical aspects of the Mac's use and
I will occasionally offer my opinion
of a new product. Look for Mac
Con-nection every week in The
Heights.

Alper Takes

Leave to Run
by John Morrier
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UGBC Executive Vice President
Jill Alper has taken a leave of
absence from her position effective
February 1, in order to effectively
campaign for UGBC President.
In a letter addressed to UGBC
President Peter Thomas dated
January 29, Alper officially declared
the leave of absence that she and
Thomas had previously discussed
unofficially.
Alper's main responsibilities, according to Thomas, have been
organizational. "Most of the things
that we do together have been accomplished," Thomas said Friday.
Alper stressed that the move was
a leave of absence, not a resignation.
"I'm on call," she said.
Thomas will soon be hiring a new
Assistant to the President, to replace
Tom Livaccari, who is studying
abroad this semester. He expects that
person to take up some of the slack
that will be in the cabinet.
Thomas has gone on record as supporting his Executive Vice President
in the campaign. "Jill is well known,
and well respected in this University. The amount of work she could accomplish in 10 meetings would, I'd
venture to say, take anyone else 100
meetings," he said. "I just think Jill
will be the best" president.
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One way: Anywhere we go.

This Spring Break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit,
Greyhound®can take you there. For no more
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ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days
from the date of purchase,
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less,
For more information, call Greyhound,
Mustpresenta valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No
olher discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for
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Farmers Appeal for an End to Contra Funding
mcontinued from

2

page

prepared to defend itself by arming

civilians. Every house we visited, and

most people with whom we spoke,
possessed arms. One would say that
if the Sandinistas did not have the
support of its citizens, the people
would be quick to overthrow the
government, as they already possess
the military capacity to do so.
To the ordinary citizen, the revolution was a victory against centuries
of oppression by the wealthy class.
Young men are drafted at the age of
18, but are able to volunteer at
younger ages. We saw several Sandinista soldiers who were boys no
older than 14 or 15, dressed in
uniform, carrying a machine gun.
The prevailing attitude among
Nicaraguans is the desire to govern
their own country and be given the
opportunity to make their own
mistakes. They oppose the idea of being a Cuban or Soviet satellite as
firmly as they oppose being run by
a puppet dictator of the US.

Despite the fact that our governthe Contras, we faced no bitterness, being North
Americans. At one point, I was invited to have some rum with five
Sandinista soldiers. One of the

full and honest participation existed.
uncertain as to the truth of the allegaFinally, we discovered that the
tions made by the Reagan Administration against the Sandinistas. Sandinistas control the curriculum
In speaking with the people of within the schools. In the case of
Nicaragua, I found that there is room private schools, only religion courses
for improvement, although the are not controlled by the government.
general consensus is that many of the
problems existing within the governThe explanantionwe were given is
ment directly stem from the the war that of efficiency. Rather than simply
against the Contras. All men age 18 being taught to read, children are
are obligatedto serve in the military. now taught how to read about difIt is very difficult to get out of this ferent trades, such as farming. This
mandatory service even for matters way, they learn both how to read and
of conscience. After 50,000 people how to farm. Yet, this control of curdied in the revolution, many people riculum seems to hold the potential
are reluctant to see their children risk for the indoctrination of students.
their lives in the military. The SanIn Las Colinas, we were given a
dinistas also have representatives on first-hand account of the USmany civilian-run committees. sponsored Contra war. Las Colinas
Although the representatives were is a resettlement camp of people who
not in charge of these organizations, had lived in the surrounding hills of
one could question if their presence La Rica, a coffee-producing town.
may have limitedthe extent to which Because the Contras attack the

economic bases of Nicaragua in an
attempt to cripple the economy, and
coffee is grown in the less populated
areas, it is an ideal target for attack.
Many farmers had been kidnapped
of killed during Contra raids on the
coffee crop in the last five years. The
government then decided to relocate
twenty families to live in the protected location of Las Colinas. Included with the twenty families was
an armed brigade of coffee Dickers.
They served the dual purpose of picking coffee and protecting the harvest
and people.
It was in Las Colinas where we
were to do most of our voluntary
labor. We had planned to carry water
pipes for the purpose of helping to
build a water project for the resettlement camp. One or two hours after
we had begun, we heard gunfire. A
small Contra group had been

discovered by the Sandinista soldiers,
and a combat between the two forces
ensued for roughly the next half
hour. Fortunately, no one was killed. Nor was anyone captured.
Upon-speaking with a member of
the coffee brigade later that day, he
showed me a US-made hand grenade
that he had obtained in combat
similar to the one we had witnessed.
He said that the Contras have neither
the morale nor the will of the
Sandinistas. The Contras will start a
combat, then flee, often leaving
behind their US-made weapons.
He asked me to tell the people of
the United States that the government
should stop funding the Contras, not
only because of the hundreds of innocent lives that are being lost in the
war, but because all they are really
doing is indirectly arming the
Sandinistas.
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hemanao, tola me repeate-

ly that Nicaraguans know the difference between a government and a
people. "For years we lived under
Somoza," he said. "Somoza did not
represent the will of the people." Fernando was actually glad to see North
Americans speak out against policies
of our government with which we
disagree. Under Somoza, they were
not given that opportunity.
The Sandinistas are not perfect. I
will not attempt to justify all of their
actions. Prior to our visit, I was
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YOU HOLD THE KEY...TO LIFE!
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BY DONATING BLOOD AT THE BOSTON COLLEGE BLOOD
DRIVE, YOU CAN BE THE KEY TO LIFE FOR PEOPLE SUFFERING
FROM A VARIETY OF HEALTH PROBLEMS SUCH AS CANCER,
SEVERE BURNS, OR HEART DISEASE. SPONSORED BY THE GOLD
KEY SOCIETY, THE CAMPUS BLOOD DRIVE OFFERS YOU THE
OPPORTUNITY TO HELP UNLOCK THE DOOR TO HEALTHIER
LIVES FOR THOSE WHO NEED IT MOST!

date:
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Gold Key Society at 552-3497

This ad is made possible through the
generosity of a Boston College alumnus

CAREER PLANNING FOR

JUNIORS

A Panel of Boston College Seniors and Career
Center Advisors Will Discuss
1. Developing a career focus and making career decisions.
2. Pacing yourself through the career planning process.
3. Gaining career experience and enhancing marketable skills through
internships.
4. How to conduct career research:
library resources
alumni to talk to
5. Student perspectives on how to manage a job search and a hectic
senior year.
6. First-hand experiences of seniors currently involved in the job search.
-

-

Career Center Services and Programs to Help You in Each Step of
the Process *
\u2605

Avoid senior year career panic by gaining a preview of what's ahead.. .and
how to PLAN FOR IT NOW!

4:30 5:30 p.m.
McGuinn Auditorium
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Feb. 4

Wed.
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ALL MAJORS Encouraged to Attend!
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NU Powers Way to 8-5 Win, Ties BC for First

by Brendan Sullivan

After gaining first place in the
Hockey East last week with two wins
over the Michigan Tech Huskies, the
Boston College Eagles lost 8-5 to the
Huskies of Northeastern University
last Thursday evening before an overwhelming crowd of 5,839 at Matthews Arena on the Northeastern
campus. With this loss, the 16-10-1
Eagles made way for a first place tic
with the Huskies, both teams retaining 33 points each.
Before the Arena's thundering
crowd, the Huskies had an opportunity to score early when BC senior
Bob Sweeney was called for a tripping penalty at 4:01 of the first period.
Great forechecking provided by the
Eagles prevented the Huskies from
generating a successful offense but at
7:16, the Huskies jumped the Eagles
1-0 with a goal from sophomore
Kevin Heffernan.
by
The Matthew's Arena crowd had
the familiar cheer, "Beanpot, Beanpot" echoing in every corner of the
building and helped the Huskies put
the puck past BC goalie Scott GorKen Hodge moves in against a Northeastern defender in Thursday night's game at Matthews Arena.
don just one minute following the initial goal. Senior Rob Isbister ripped a rebound after the initial shot from erupted in a frenzy chanting, "Goodyear, the Huskies held a 3-2 lead over
a backhand shot beating Gordon for
Sweeney, as BC's Neil Shea netted his night BC!"
the Eagles.
a 2-0 Huskie lead at 8:30.
eighth of the season.
Before the period ended, the
NU coach Fernie Flaman comHalfway through the first period,
Northeastern, however, gave BC Eagles shaved NU's lead to one on mented on the flying Huskie offense,
Gordon posted three big saves on the little chance for optimism by opena goal from senior Ail-American
I told my team that if we're going
swarming Huskie offense and at ing a two goal lead just 48 seconds Doug Brown. Forward Kevin Stevens
to be a first place team, we are go13:02, BC shortened NU's to 2-1 after the Eagles popped a goal past let fly a slapshot on Racine after taking to have to play like one."
after Huskie Gerry Kiley was called NU goalie Bruce Racine. Junior foring a pass from BC sophomore Chris
Harlow earned his second point of
for a tripping penalty at 14:25. Takward Roman Kinal posted his 17th Stapleton and Brown cleaned up by the night and started the
second
ing advantage of the power play, career goal on a centering pass from tipping the puck past Racine. After
period scoring on a short handed goal
Sweeney and senior Scott Harlow Huskie linemates Claude Lodin and
the first period, a period of perhaps that tied the game at three. Showing
rushed the Huskie defense producing Greg Neary and the Arena crowd the best college hockey played yet this
incredible hustle, Brown, showed

Phot

Dan

DaSilva

"

everybody watching why he is an AilAmerican, and he beat the NU goalie
to the puck on a clearing pass which
was placed in front of the NU goal
to sophomore Ken Hodge.
After Hodge's initial shot on
Racine, Harlow ripped the puck into the net softening the intensity of
NU's crowd and put the Eagles and
Huskies at a 3-3 game.
BC saw great goaltending from
Gordon while BC's Kevin Houle was
called for a roughing penalty at
13:39. Three minutes later the Eagles
took the lead for the first time of the
night with a goal from Hodge.
Amidst NU's line change, Stevens
and Brown worked the puck to
Hodge who beat the NU defense by
stopping at the top of the Huskie
zone and ripping a slapshot past
Racine for a 4-3 BC lead.
Less than a minute later, BC put
another one on the board with 2:19
to play in the period. Sweeney, set up
from junior defenseman John
McLean and Harlow, broke past
NU's zone and ripped a shot past
Racine, one similiar to Hodge's
previous goal putting the Eagles
ahead 5-3.
With one minute to play in the
period, BC was headed to the
lockerroom with a comfortable, well
fought for 5-3 lead. Huskie senior
Rob Isbister spoiled BC's lead with
a slapshot that beat Gordon at 19:06.
At the end of two periods of play, the
Eagles held on to close 5-4 lead.
If the third period proved to be as
exciting as the first two, then perhaps
Log jam, page 15

Eagles Stumble to Hardworking Friars, 92-83
Hall's sophomore center Mark
Bryant. The win raised BC's record
PROVIDENCE?The season hit a to 12-8 overall and 3-6 in the Big
new low point Saturday afternoon East. The Pirates fell to 10-11, 0-7.
"I was glad that we were aggressive
for the Boston College Eagles as the
on offense and defense," Williams
ProvidenceFriars handed BC a 92-83
loss. The Friar win in the Providence said following the game.
"We did not run our offense. We
Civic Center was Providence's second
have
got to play two halves," moanthis year against BC. PC dropped the
ed
an
obviously dejected Seton Hall
Eagles 76-75 in Roberts Center
coach P.J. Carlesimo who watched
January 16.
"I think Providence did a better his team once again fail to win a Big
job than we did in getting ready to East game.
At the half with BC trailing 31-30
play," said BC coach Gary Williams
it
looked
as though the Pirates might
after the game.
get
that
the
elusive
conference win. The
That is an understatement. In
first twelve minutes BC did not play Eagles looked as if they were contilike a team wanting to avenge a tough nuing the awful play against Syracuse
loss. The Eagles were outplayed by Tuesday night as they shot a porous
PC in every aspect of the game and 26 percent from the field.
The Eagles led for most of the half
were actually very fortunate to be
on
the strength of McCready's foul
at
the
half.
47-37,
ten,
down by only
"We haven't been down yet shooting (8-10, 10-12 for the night).
because of our attitude," said PC With the score tied at 22, though, the
coach Rick Pitino who watched his Pirates ripped off eight straight
team raise its record to 10-10 overall points to take a 30-22 lead. It was
Bryant and forward Andre McCloud
and 2-7 in the conference.
"At the half I said the worst who each chipped in four points in
mistake wouldbe to look to hold the this run.
At this point in the game Williams
ball in the second half," continued
took
BC out of its normal 3-2 zone
Pitino.
and
employed
an aggressive man to
BC was able to improve its play in
the second half, but the Friars did a man. The switch turned the contest
good job protecting the lead, not let- into BC's favor as McCloud in parting the Eagles come within three. ticular was held to 15 points on four
PC attacked the Eagles on offense for 18 shooting. Pressley hit two free
led by Billy Donovan (22 points) and throws and a 15 foot jumper and
Harold Starks (15 points). The Friars back-up center Trevor Gordon (6 repacked it in on BC's Roger bounds) made two more freebies to
McCready and forced the other Eagle pull BC to within one 31-30 at the
players to shoot from the outside. half.
Providence shot 54 percent while BC
"We couldn't handle the man to
continued its poor shooting at 38
man and it should be the opposite.
percent.
We should be better against the man
\u25a1
BC was able to overcome a poor to man," claimed Carlesimo.
"We were able to work off of it
first half as Dominic Pressley tossed
(man
to man)," pointed out
in an Eagle high of 24 points and
McCready chipped in 18 to lead BC freshman guard Dana Barros (10
points, five assists.)
to a 76-65 win over Seton Hall ThursBarros opened the second half for
day night.
Their efforts offset a 24 point, 11 BC with a 17 foot jumper, but the
rebound preformance from Seton score remained close until Williams

by Tony Zarillo

inserted reserve forward Russ Doherty into line up.
The 6-8 juniorresponded with an
eight footer in the lane and four free
throws along with aggressive play on
the defensive boards. Steve Benton
contributed two field goals in the
stretch which saw the Eagles push
their lead to 54-48.
"If my first shot falls you've got
to keep shooting," said Doherty.
Jamie Benton's three point play on
a strong drive to the basket extend-

ed BC's lead to 57-48 and when Barros stble the ball off Pirate guard
James Major for a fast break layup
the Eagles led 61-50 and never looked back as the Pirates could come no
closer than nine the rest of the way.
"It was a little scary with a ten
point lead," said Williams obviously referring to the numerous leads BC
has lost in recent outings.
McCready put the win in perspective, "I don't think there are words
to describe how big this game was."

The only way to describe Tuesday's 80-55 loss to Syracuse is
disaster. The ninth ranked
Orangemen outscored BC 25-4 at one
point in the second half to hand the
Eagles their worst loss ever in the Big
East Conference.
"We are not a team that can not
play with intensity," Williams said
outside a quiet BC locker in the
Boston Garden. "That's why we got
beat by 30."

Seton HaJl, page 16

Inside BC Basketball

Eagles NCAA Hopes at a Standstill
by Sean Hennessey

Unless there is a major turnabout,
watching Gary Bender name the 1986
NCAA qualifying field will not be a
pleasant experience for the Boston
College hoop faithful. With the upset
loss to Providence on Saturday, the
Eagles have all but taken themselves
out of the hunt for a tournament bid.
As it stands, Gary Williams' squad
is 3-7 in Big East play and 12-9
overall.
If the Eagles hope to make the
tournament, they will have to beat
Georgetownand St. John's away. So
far this year the Eagles have beaten
the Redmen at home (79-77 overtime
victory at the Boston Garden on
January 7) and lost to Georgetown.
If they had beaten Providence they
probably could have gotten in if they
had won the rest of the conference
games and had split with either the
Redmen or the Hoyas. That would
have put the Eagles at 18-9 overall
and 9-7 in the conference. By beating
both Georgetown and St. John's
once (or beating St. John's twice,
depending on what happens Feb. 8)
it would have been enough to get the
nod.
But now BC will have to win five
of their last six to gain a .500 mark

in conference play but what will hurt
them is the fact that in their two nonconference losses (Auburn in the
Citrus Bowl Classic Finals and
Arizona in the Fiesta Bowl Classic
Finals) the team simply was not in the
game. This coupled with the fact that
the Eagles suffered losses to UConn
(albeit the UConn Fieldhouse is a
tough place to win a game), and two
to the league's cellar team Providence, does not make a strong case
for the Eagles. BC went 9-2 and has
a long road ahead to finish with a
winning conference record. If they
fail to win at least five of their last
six then the only way the 1985-86
Boston College squad will get to the
NCAA's would be to win the Big
East tournament (March 5-8).
However, from an optimists view the
season is not over, and with college
basketball, in tournament time,
anything can happen. Just ask Rollie
Massimino and Jim Valvano.

\u25a1

With Syracuse's 68-64 victory over
St. John's, the Orangemen find
themselves in sole possesion of first
place. Syracuse is 8-1 in the conference and 17-2 overall. Their two
losses were at the hands of
Georgetown (73-70) and Louisville
(83-73). The Orangemen have key

games left with Georgetown (7-2 in
the Big East) on February 23, and St.
John's (7-2) on February 26.
Syracuse was the pre-season pick in
the Big East coaches poll.
Georgetown was just three votes
behind...Georgetown,St. John's and
of course Syracuse all have a good
shot at taking the conference title, but
the team some are forgetting is defending national champion Villanova
(15-9), 64-62 winners over Maryland
(11-9) on Saturday. The Wildcats are
5-3 in the conference and will meet
Syracuse (February 12), Georgetown
(Feb. 15), and St. John's (Feb. 18)
one
more
time
each.
\u25a1
Thursday night's 80-55 loss to
Syracuse was the Eagles worst since
1977 when they lost to Providence by
22. The game bore out even more the
Eagle need for a legitimate center.
John Garris played center for BC but
he was more of a conventional forward, as his pro career shows. Jay
Murphy certainly wasn't the answer
to Garris' graduation and neither is
6-9 Trevor Gordon. Sophomore
center Rony Seikaly (who is of Armenian origin and not Greek as widely
thought) did what he pleased in the

Big Man, page 15
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Sports Briefs
Hockey East

Men's and Womens's Squads Prevail
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Skiing
\u25a0

The BC men's ski team placed six individuals in the top seventeen out
of eighty racers in the Giant Slalom this past weekend at Cannon Mt.
They missed first place in this event by two one hundreths of a second.

Spotlight

by Thomas Kenney
Last Thursday the Boston College
men's swimming team took advantage of a hot streak to cruise past the
University of New Hampshire in
Durham, New Hampshire.
The match was very close during
the early going. BC found themselves
down 14-11, before tying the score at
17, and eventually taking leads of
23-20 and 36-26.
The Eagles' great streak occurred
with the Wildcats holding their only
lead of the day, 14-11. BC went on
to win the nejft seven races (also capturing five thirds) as the Eagles surged to a 52-36 advantage. Both Kevin
Kenny (50 yd. and 100 yd. freestyle)
and Jon Blood (200 yd. individual
medley and 200 yd. backstroke) won
two events during the stretch. Geoff
Geis (1 m. diving), Steve Walsh (200
yd. butterfly), and Greg Greene (500
yd. freestyle) completed the seven
race sweep.
A key to the great run was the
shutdown of UNH's super-swimmer
Steve Moreau. Moreau raced three
times during the streak and is usually expected to win all three events.
However, Blood edged him in both
the 200 yd. individual medley and the
200 yd. backstroke and Walsh
defeated him in the 200 yd. butterfly. Coach Tom Groden called
Walsh's victory, "a crucial swim. It
gave the whole team a lift."
Groden referred to the streak as
"very good swims in close competition. We felt sure of victory after it
[the streak]."
All that was left for BC to do was
work on individual efforts. Dean
Schneble won the 200 yd.
breaststroke and the 400 yd. freestyle
relay team (Robert Ayala, Greene,
Aaron Thompson, and Kenny) compiled a very impressive 3:17:87 as
they pushed the final score to 71-42.
Groden cited several swimmers for
their fine efforts. He called Greene's
500 yd. freestyle "great" as Greene
achieved his personal best and avenged an earlier loss in the 1000 yd.
freestyle. Blood had two big wins
during the stretch run and Walsh's

performance was probably the climax
of the meet. The 400 yd. freestyle
relay team went for a pool record.
They did not get the pool record, but
they did acquire an Eagle dual meet
record.
Groden commented that BC is
"swimming very well. We have a big
meet against Northeastern next
Saturday. It's good to have time to
sit back and get ready for one team."
The women's team relied on great
individual efforts to defeat the
University of Maine last Saturday
(Jan. 25) in Orono, Maine.
The Lady Eagles jumped to a 21-4

turn to run up a 65-50 lead. Tara

McKenna won both the 100 yd. and
200 yd. breaststrokes, Lebeau captured the 500 yd. freestyle, and Kathy
Koval took the 100 yd. butterfly as
it appeared BC was going to run
away with the match.
Again UMO refused to die and
fought back. Bridget Sullivan and
Maria Coomarasway finished onetwo in the 3 m. dive and Wendy Peddie and Briselden pulled the same
trick in the 200 yd. individual medley.
The score stood at 67-66 meaning the
meet would be decided by the 400 yd.
freestyle relay.

Phot
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Fitzparick
BC swimmers aim toward the upcoming Big East Championships.
lead behind wins by the 200 yd.
When the match was on the line
medley relay team and freestyle victhe great individual efforts showed
tories by Mary Lebeau (1000 yd.) anc most prevelant. Lebeau, Kirn HanSuzy Sullivan (200 yd.).
son, Diane Flaherty, and Sullivan
However, UMO came storming turned in fabulous performances as
back. Meg Briseldon (100 yd.
the nipped the Black Bears' squad by
backstroke), Laura Negri (200 yd.
.046 seconds to win the meet, 74-66.
butterfly), Kathy Leahy (50 yd.
freestyle), and Kit Callahan (1 m.
Coach Tom Groden responded,
dive) led a comeback that closed the
"Great individual performances got
gap to 36-34.
us the win."
At this point a crucial race took
He singled out Sullivan (two wins,
place. Sullivan swam a great race,
a second, and a great swim anchorovercoming the Black Bears' Kathy
ing the freestyle relay), Koval (two
Sheehan, winning the 100 yd.
firsts and two seconds), and Lebeau,
freestyle by .04 seconds. This victory
who won two races, set two pool
gave BC the momentum it needed.
records, and was a key as the lead on
The Lady Eagles used this momenthe freestyle relay.

Eagles Shine at Greater Boston's
by Steve Condon

Scott Gordon, (left) is the starting goalie on the mens' ice hockey team. The
South Easton, Massachusetts native has been instrumental in leading the
Eagles while posting a 13-8 record in Hockey East play this year. Thus far
in the season Gordon has recorded a 3.62 goals against average and two
shutouts after the Northeastern game Margo Plotzke (right) is the head coach
of the womens' basketball team. She has coached the womens' team to a
5-4 record this year, and was named Big East Coach of the Year last season,
when the Eagles finished one game out of first place. Now in her sixth year
at BC, Plotzke has gained a 75-65 career record here at the Heights.
,

This past weekend the Boston College mens' and womens' indoor track
teams participated in the Greater
Boston Track Championships at
Harvard University, and came away
with impressive results.
The women finished second as a
team, three points behind the Terriers
of Boston University. The Eagle
women had won the championships
the past two years, and as BC Track

BC's Abdow Is King of the Mountain
by Steve Condon

Abdow noted, "When you grow
In recent years Boston Collegehas up with it, you get good at it and
enbecome a university with a very big joy it. The enjoyment of winning a
national sports program. Conserace kept my love of it strong."
quently, many of the students are
Abdow stayed with the sport
familiar with the stars of some of the through junior programs
in his
teams. However, there is one athlete hometown
of
Springfield,
here at BC who is probably more Massachusetts. He
skiied his
valuable to his team, but doesn't freshman year of high school West
at
receive the recognition that other Springfield High School, but
athletes do. That athlete is George transferred his following year to
Abdow, the captain of the mens' skiStratton Mountain Ski Academy,
ing team.
where he finished his high school
Abdow has been the key for the years.
mens' skiing team all year. Two
During high school Abdow was
weeks ago at Berkshire East, he recruited by a number of colleges
finished first in both the slalom and who were looking for both a good
giant slalom in leading the team to student and a good skier. Abdow
a second place finish. Last weekend, chose BC over such schools as DartAbdow again won the slalom, and mouth, University of Vermont,
probably would have won the giant University of New Hampshire, and
slalom had weather not cancelled the Middlebury.
event.
"Overall 1 liked BC a lot. The
Thus far in the season, Abdow has SOM Program was definitely implaced first in four out of the five pressive, and that was a key factor
races in which he has competed. He in my decision." Abdow explained.
has been instrumental in boosting BC
Since arriving at the Height*, Abto among the top four teams in the dow has been a member of the ski
nation.
team. Last year Abdow was sidelinAbdow's love for skiing started at ed with torn ligaments in his knee. He
a very young age. Because his mother commented that last years' injury has
ran a ski shop, he was always around been a key for this year.
the sport, and it became part of his
"It was harder this year because I
childhood.
had to train hard, but I appreciate

this year a lot more."
As far as Abdow's life away from
the mountains, he keeps busy running, lifting weights, and going to the
BC football games. During the summer, Abdow spends time on the
beach waterskiing and windsurfing.
He noted that this summer may be
different, as he and his teammates
may travel down to Argentina with
coach Bill Toof. This would be a promotional tour for BC skiing.
As noted, the men's team is ranked second nationally (behind
Brigham Young), and Abdow praised the efforts of Coach Toof.
"Coach is definitely one who
motivates, and he has made BC a
respectable program."
As for the near future of Abdow
and his teammates, they are preparing for their upcoming meets, including the Eastern Championships
held at Waterville Valley and the National Championships held at
Killington.
Abdow noted, "We have seven
more races and then the Easterns and
Nationals. We will be favored in the
Easterns, and should win. In the Nationals, we have a great chance to
win, but everyone will have to ski
well."

Coach Jack McDonald noted, it was
ironic that the women scored more
team points this year, but were
unable to come away with the win.
The most outstanding performance
by a woman was by Senior Michelle
Hallett, who won the 5000 meter run
with a time of 16:24.1. This time set
a new BC record, a new meet record,
and it was only four seconds shy of
qualifying for
the
NCAA
Championships.
There were other fine efforts by the
womens' team. Senior Lisa Wilkins
won the triple jump (36 feet), and
came in second for the long jump (17
feet). Wilkins' triple jump set a new
BC record.
Juniors Janice Reid and Peggy
Perkins also had fine meets. Reid
won the 440 run, while Perkins won
the 600 yard run.
McDonald noted, "The records
tell the story. Every woman who ran
today set either personal or BC
records. When you put out efforts
like that, it is really satisfying, even
if you don't win the team totals."
The mens' had as many fine individuals performances as the
women, but they were able to garner
only a fourth finish. The mens' team
title was won by Northeastern,
followed by BU and Harvard.
The most spectacular effort of the
whole meet was turned in by Junior
Ray Hawkins, who won the triple
jump with a distance of 50 feet, six
inches. Hawkins is the first BC
athlete to ever break 50 feet, and his
jump established a new school
record.
"Jumping 50 feet is a 'magic barrier' in track and field. Everyone is
familiar with the four minute mile,
and high jumping seven feet. Ray's
jump was much like breaking one of
these records. This jump is even more
incredible when you think that he was
only jumping 39-40 feet when he

came

to
BC."
McDonald
emphasized.
In addition to his jump, Hawkins
came in second in both the 60 yard
dash and the long jump.
The Eagle men had a number of
other fine performers in the meet.
Jim Kenny threw the 35 pound
weight 63 feet, six inches. This throw
qualified Kenny for the NCAA
Championships. Ron Davis won the
60 yard dash, and John Clopeck
came in second in the two mile run
with a time of 8:46.2. Clopeck's run
>eta school record, and missed quali-

fying for the NCAA's by five
seconds.
McDonald added, "Clopeck's run
was great. Missing the NCAA's by
five seconds seems like a lot of time,
but it really isn't when you're running for ten minutes."
Although not winning any events,
Ken Moody, George Grant, and Jeff
Baker each had fine outings. Moody
finished second in the triple jump,
fourth in the long jump, and fifth in
the long jump. Grant placed fifth in
the mile with a time of 4:11, and
Baker placed fifth in the high
hurdles.
McDonald commented on the
mens' performance, "We were very
pleased with the individual performances, but disappointed with the
team outcome. However, like the
women, when you place well and
don't win as a team, what can you

do?"
Overall, McDonald was very pleased with the team, "This was the
beginning of our championship
season and BC came out with their
heads high."
The Eagle harriers will use this
meet as a stepping stone to the upcoming Big East Championships,
which will be held at Syracuse
University the weekend of February
21-22.
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BC Hopes to End Drought in Beanpot Play
jor upset" sending the Beanpot
Trophy to a different member institution on a somewhat rotating basis.
Boston University captian Peter Marshall explains it best by saying "You
keep your fingers crossed because
nobodyreally knows who is going to
win."
The only given that this tournament ever had was the fact that
everyone knew that the Northeastern
University Huskjes were not going to

by Kenny Carty

Each year, as the months role

around, annual rituals or traditions
are upheld. In regards to sports, the
month of April brings us the opening of the baseball season, September
signals the kickoff for the football
season while October showcases the
World Series.
However, one tradition that is unique to this month of February as well
as the the city of Boston is the annual
Beanpot Hockey Tournament.
Historically held on the first two
Mondays of the month (the only exceptions being the first two Beanpots,
which were held at earlier dates), this
tournament has grown rapidly from
its meager beginning.

Involving four of the nations top
collegiatehockey teams (Boston Col-

NU head coach Fern Flaman looks

at it differently."To win the Beanpot
you must have a hot goalie and get
the breaks needed to win." He just
might be right as three out of the last

five Beanpot MVP's have been
goaltenders.
As usual, the Crimson's fun loving head coach Bill Cleary is just happy to be in the tournament, but for
different reasons. "Earlier in the year
we played BC. It was a terrfic game.

Boston University, Harvard and
Northeastern), the Beanpot Champion has remained as unpredictable
as the New England Patriots.
That first Beanpot in 1952 witnessed Harvard down Boston University
7-4 for the bragging rights to the city of Boston. The total attendance
for the two night affair was less than
9,000 spectators.
Suddenly a tradition was growing.
Year Two saw the Beanpot's new
home become the venerable Boston
Garden. The Beanpot has been held
in the Causeway Street structure ever
since. Yearly attendance has peaked
as evidenced by the fact that the last
eight Beanpots have been complete
sell-outs. Over 700,000 New
Englanders have witnessed the
tournament.
Year after year, the supposed experts were being proven wrong as one
of the four squads would "pull a ma-
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the game would have gone into extra periods, but NU forward Stew
Emerson started a four goal spur only 55 seconds into the" final period
which proved to put the Eagles to
rest.

The Huskies gained a one goal lead
4 minutes after Emerson scored and
the boards at the Arena started to
shake, "I had a little talk with my
boys between periods, and we came
out flying," expressed Flaman.
The goal that seemed to lock things
up for the Huskies and their crowd
of rowdies came at 8:13 from
sophomore Brian Dowd. Ironically,it
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the way it should be played. Not like
that football on ice that I have seen
in the past. Games like this save my
faith in the sport."
BC head coach Len Ceglarski
seems to echo the feelings of his peers
when coming into the Beanpot Tornament, "Like every team we have
our ups and downs. This season we
were playing really well, then we had
to go out west."
So this season has been a change

be the Beanpot champs. That is until 1980. NU knocked off BC that
year to capture its first-ever Beanpot.
In fact, the Huskies like it so much
that they have taken the tournament
two out of the last five years, including advancing to the finals the
last three seasons while capturing the
last two Beanpot Championships.
As NU captain Stew Emerson
We don't even have
pointed out,
a member of this team who has
played in a consolation game in the
past two years."
This season, the Beanpot Tournament finds itself in a rather unfamilair position. Three of the tournaments schools (BC, BU and NU)
are in a neck-and-neck fight for first
place in Hockey East. So instead of
coming into the Beanpot full throttle, these squads are coming in with
the realization of the fact that a grueling schedule awaits.
For this reason, many feel that the
favorite in this year's Beanpot has to
be Harvard. The Crimson, with the
exception of two games this past
weekend, were off for two weeks
while taking exams. BU head coach
Jackie Parker concurs: "Well,
everyone talks about who should be
the favorite, but Harvard is the only
iteam that is rested.
So. is rest everything?
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Team Standings

Cleary posts a 13-15 mark. BC's
Ceglarski has a 12-14 career record.
Flaman follows up the pack with a
11-19 slate
This years Tournament will
kickoff with Boston University taking on Northeastern at 6:15. The
series has the Terriers in the drivers
seat with a 14-6 tournament lead. The
9:00 game will pit Boston College up
against Harvard. This will be the rubber match of the series as both sides
have won 10 games apiece.
The coaches have their views, the
players have their opinions and the
fans have their loyalties.
So cross your fingers and hold
your breath.
But don't worry, it's just another
Beanpot.

Fusco), "We're looking foreward to
it."(NU's Emerson)
The Beanpot Championship leader
is Boston University. The Terriers
have amassed 12 trophies, the last
coming in 1982. The Eagles are next
with 10 Beanpots to their credit while
Harvard is third with 8 championships. Northeastern has three
Of the four current coaches, BU's
Parker supports an impressive Beanpot record of 15-9. The Crimson's

BC in Search of Legitimate Big Man
Mcontinued from page 13

pivot, gathering fourteen rebounds.
With no legitimate center BC has to
rely on outside shooting to free up the
inside game, especially against a team
such as Syracuse that matches well
with the Eagles up front. Syracuse
played a 2-3 zone which collapsed in
the middle, and, as in Saturday's loss
to Providence, the Eagles proved they
couldn't handle it. When a team
plays a 2-3 with a collapsing middle,
it is a situation that invites the guards
to shoot. Yet Thursday BC's guards
Dana Barros (3 for 11), Dominic
Pressley (4 for 9), Jamie Benton (3
for 7), and Kelly Monroe (1 for 6)
shot an aggregate 11 for 33 from tht

"

Log Jam Atop Hockey East
Wcontinued from page 13
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Team vs. Team

for the Beanpot, as threeof the teams
face challengingand time consuming
schedules. One would figure that the
players would have some mixed emotions about playing in the
tournament.
Wrong. Each player who spoke at
the Beanpot luncheon echoed the
same sentiments, "It's an honor to
be here."(BC's Doug Brown), "I've
grown up with the Beanpot, there's
nothing like it."(Harvard's Scott

field. When this happens, you can't
expect a team to beat the eleventh
ranked team in the nation...Speaking
of Top Twenty teams, don't Eagk
fans realize what they have here, in
that the Eagles are a perenial NCAA
qualifier and lion-killer all rolled into one, and that they are playing in
one of the best conferences in the
country that is home to some of the
best teams? Eagle fans, Where hast
thou gone? A home crowd is traditionally the sixth man. How many
times has a Boston College crowd
turned around a ball game? It's
demoralizing for a home team when
a visiting crowd can come in a be consistently louder than the home crowd.

The Roberts Center fiasco against
Providence was one such example.
The Thursday night loss to Syracuse
was another. Gary Williams was being heckled, as was the team, by
Orangemen fans and not once did
they receive flack from the home
crowd. The only time one will hear
Eagle fans is when things are going
well; when things are not going well,
however, it is deathly silent. When
asked about the lack of fan support,
Williams simply smiled and said, 'I
really don't want to get into that.
When you talk about enthusiastic
crowds you talk about the Carrier
Dome. Let's just say the Syracuse
fans tonight were very 'enthusiastic."

This Week At The Heights

was the first of his career.
The Arena crowd stayed behind
the Huskie cause and taunted the
Eagles nearly assuring the Huskies of
a win.
With a 7-5 lead and 4 minutes to
play in the third period, NU senior
Scott Marshall netted his third goal
of the season and one which assured
NU of the win. The only thing BC
had to look forward to as far as
revenge was concerned was the upcoming Beanpot Tournament.

Men's Basketball
Tues., Feb. 4
Villanova
Free Painters Caps to BC
Students (at Boston Garden)

"I'm not too happy about the
game,"commented BC head coach
Len Ceglarski, "It was a very emotional game for two periods."

Hockey

Thurs., Feb. 6

UNH

Wrestling

Wed., Feb. 5....... UMass Boston
?

HeightsLd
Sports Meeting
Today 4:30 McElroy 113

I
I

I

Women's Basketball
Weds., Feb. 5
Providence
Pittsburgh
Sat., Feb. 8
The Blue Chips of Boston College
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Giacchetto and Zogby Lead Eagle Wrestlers
by John Young

The Boston College men's wrestling team is led by captains Tom Giacchetto and John Zogby, two juniors
who are both in their third year of
varsity competition. Giacchetto has
competed in the 190 lb. and
heavyweightclasses in his fine career
at BC, highlighted by a third place
finish in the New England Championships his freshman year. He is
10-6 this season and working towards
a strong, finish in the N.E. Tournament. John Zogby, who has wrestled at 118 and 126, has had an impressive two years, finishing third in
New England his freshman year and
second last season. Zogby is one of
the most consistent grapplers on the
squad, compiling a 12-3 record this
season and is a perennial favorite at
the Championships in March.
BC has recently returned from the
John Carroll Tournament, an event

where Catholic schools from around
the nation compete each year. Both
captains were quite successful as
Zogby finished third and Giacchetto fourth. They, along with the rest
of the team, are preparing for important upcoming matches with Boston
University and the University of New
Hampshire. The Heights had a
chance to talk with the captains about
the team and the program in general.
The BC grapplers are currently 4-7
on the year and when asked what
they thought of the team's performance this year, Giacchetto remarked, "Our duel meet record doesn't
reflect our performance this year. We
have a lot of injuries and have had
to forfeit matches each meet.
Sometimes we only have six wrestlers
and can't field an athlete in three
classes. That's six points right
away."
Injuries to key performers such as
Jamie Linkowski, Tim Martin and

Eagle wrestlers prepare for upcoming season.

Women's Basketball

Alan Conkling have severely handicapped the Eagles, resulting in costly forfeits.
Zogby added, "Individually, we
have wrestled tough and incresed our
intensity throughout the season. The
injuries have really hurt us though
and its very discouraging that we
haven't lived up to expectations
because of them."
The two captains are very optimistic about the remainder of the
season and Zogby remarked, "We
are improving with each match and
since some of the guys are coming
back very soon, things can only get
better."
Giacchetto is looking down the
road to the N.E. Championships and
said, "Due to the injuries, we are
basically a tournamnet team. We will
work hard for the rest of the season
to get some good experience and
hopefully obtain high seeds. I think
we'll do very well at the
Championships."
Zogby and Giacchetto are first
year captains and when asked what
type of role they have assumed, Giacchetto commented, "It's hard to be
a student athlete in college. With
practice and school, life can be hectic and freshmen need to be instructed on how to go about things.
The season lasts for six months and
I have a lot of respect for these guys.
Is shows a great deal of character and
is something they should be proud
of."
Zogby agreed and added, "This is
a new experience for me and I am
learning everyday. I'm basically a
laid back person and try to help my
teammates if -they have a problem
with anything, wrestling or
otherwise."
The BC wrestling program is in its
sixth year and both captains feel its
development is hindered due to a lack
of facilities and administrative support. Head Coach Joe Guinta is very
limited in recruiting since he can't of-

fer any scholarships. Zogby remarked, "This school has a great academic
reputation but the wrestling program
is underdeveloped. It doesn't offer
any scholarship money and many
recruits will decide to go elsewhere
because of it. Schools like Harvard
offer a stronger program and financial aid and kids will choose them
over BC. To be more competitive
with the top Division I schools in

the efforts of Guinta and his new
Assistant Coach Rod Buttry. Buttry,
who finished fourth in the Olympic
Trials in 1984, brings a great deal of
knowledge and experience and has
been a great addition to the team.
Tom Giacchetto commented, "Attitude is 75 percent of wrestling and
it is difficult to maintain a positive
one for every match. The coaches are

Eagle captains face each other during a recent practice.
New England, we need scholarships
to attract more recruits."
Giacchetto echoed Zogby's
remarks and related, "We are a Division I school with a high level of competition. The problem is that we
don't have a wrestling room to practice in. (The team practices in the Plex
at the end of the tennis courts). With
so much activity going on around us,
it is hard to concentrate sometimes.
We really need a room to be by
ourselves. When potential recruits see
where we practice, they are turned off
and choose to go elsewhere."
Both captains are very pleased with

motivators and help us to maintain our confidence."
Unlike basketball, football or

great

hockey, few spectators attend the
wrestling matches. Zogby feels fan
support is very important and
remarked, "We work very hard and
deserve an audience. Other schools
send bus loads of students and it has
a very positive affect on their performance." Giacchetto added, "It is
easy to support the major sports at
this school. We also represent BC
and are proud to do so. As Eagles,
we deserve to be watched."

BC No Match For Villanova, Crumbles 81-54

by Steve Irons

The Boston College women's
basketball team suffered a big setback this past week as Villanova
University staked their claim to Big
East dominance with an 81-54 victory
over the Eagles. The Wildcats now
occupy sole possession of first place
in the conference with an 8-2 mark.
Syracuse, St. John's, and Providence
are 7-2, and BC is within striking

distance going into the second part
of the season with a 5-4 record in the
Big East and an overall record of
11-8.
Assistant Coach Ali Kantor stated
that Villanova had lost to Syracuse
prior to playing BC and "if we beat
them, it would be a big tic for first
between us, Villanova, Syracuse, St.
John's and Providence. But the combonation of Syracuse beating
Villanovaand the fact that they were

ready to play made it just one of
those games that you've got to put
behind you and go on."
Kantor also said that they are the
number one team in the conference
and we were not ready to play, this
made for the 30 point difference."
Nothing seemed to go right for the
Eagles as the Wildcats jumped out to
a 35-18 halftime lead, largely behind
the efforts of forward Lisa Angelotti (30 pts.) and the 26.6 field goal

percentage by BC. Things also were

grim in the second half for BC as they
did score 36 points but gave up 46 to
a strong Villanova squad.
Playing well for the Eagles though
was forward Sally Madeira with 16
points and 7 rebounds and co-captain
Marie Grant with 12 points and 5

rebounds.

Although this was the worst defeat
of the year for the Eagles, Kantor is
still optimistic for BC to make a bid
for the conference championship.
Kantor noted, "It's such a competitive conference and we have Providence, St. John's and Syracuse all
"Our offense won the game
And then the roof caved in.
coming up at home in the second
page
Mcontinued from
13
tonight," remarked Syracuse coach
round of the year." The only disapSyracuse (16-2, 7-1) held a 37-28
Junior forward Howard Triche ig- Jim Boeheim. "We made every shot pointment for BC is that freshman
lead at the half mainly because nited the massive Orange run with starting the second half."
center Bridget Cody, a pre-season
Dwayne (Pearl) Washington was hittwo 18 foot jumpers. A Rony Seikaconference coach's All-Rookie team
Barros finally ended the nine member,
ting almost everything from the outly turnaround pushed the SU lead to
needs reconstructive surgery
side (6-9 shooting and 12 points at the 45-34. After Pressley was credited minute BC scoring drought with a
"She had been coming
on
her
knee.
half), and forward Wendell Alexis with a hoop off a goaltending on layup but the damage was done. BC
along as a player and doing well evenwas destroying the Eagles under the Seikaly, the 6-11 sophomore center was able to come no closer than 23.
though it takes a year to learn our
boards with seven rebounds and 10 responded with a rousing dunk and
n
complicated defense," Kantor said.
points.
a layup.
BC's record now stands at 12-9 Cody's absence will be surely missoverall and 3-7 in the Big East. It
ed during the rest of the season for
Still BC was clearly in the game
BC called a time out after Alexis looks at this point that the best
BC.
despite shooting 36 percent in the half hit jumper to increase the margin to chance for BC to make the NCAA
Kantor has been very pleased
and when Pressley, Barros, and 51-36, but it was of no use as the tournament would be to win the Big
about the play of the women's squad
McCready each hit a long jumper the Orange behind Alexis, Washington East tournament.
thus far this season."We were pickEagles were within five, 39-35.
and Triche upDed the deficit to 64-36.
ed third in the conference in preseason and we've been hanging in
there. If we can finish in' the top
three, we're doing what we
expected."
On the loss at Villanova, Kantor
replied," We could have moved
ourselves up, the top five teams all
have a shot at the title. Most likely
we'll have a tic, it's just so close with
the top five teams."
This has been a season full of
highlights and great preformances,
especially from Grant, who is seventh
in the Big East in scoring (14,5 ppg.),
fourth in rebounding (9.2 rpg.), and
seventh in field goal percentage (52.1
by percent). Grant was also selected to
the All-Tourney team at the North
Carolina State tournament. At this
tournament, the Eagles played
against a top 20 team, Kansas(a 68-59
loss), and a good Louisville team, in
which BC won 74-68. Grant averagSyracuse players battle for rebound while Eagles look on
ed 19 points in the tournament and

Eagles Flounder in Big East Play

Phot

John

Guilemn

?

helped the Eagles play well against
teams that are known for their
women's basketball.
"The Northeast is not known for
it, we were excited to see we could
hold our own against those teams.
The Northeast just hasn't been too
strong in women's basketball," Kantor said.
The Eagles also own a big road victory over St. John's in which Grant
again led the way to a four point win,
59-55. Also having fine seasons are
Ann Odoy who is fourth in the Big
East in assists (4.9 pg.), and center
Kathy Sweet who is averaging 10.7
points per game. Pam Thornton is
sixth in the conference in free throw
percentage at 73.1 percent, while
Odoy is close behind in seventh place
at 72.7 percent.
Though so far this season,the
Eagles have played extremely well in
a competitive conference, Coach
Kantor is concerned with BC's biggest weakness; it's bench. "Our starting five and first off the bench are
strong but our bench is inexperienced. We've been starting three seniors,
a junior and a sophomore,"
The bench is a bit suspect and the
injury to Cody does not help matters
out at all. Kantor is pleased with the
development of two other freshmen,
one being highly recruited Leslie
Bjerstedt from Cleveland, who was
also sought by Syracuse and by Ohio
State, currently number eight in the
nation. The other prized recruit is
Norwood, Mass' Susanne Maher
who Kantor says is a good and very
intelligent role player. With these two
talented players and a healthy Cody,
and a red-shirt freshman who will be
eligible next season, the signs are
strong that the Eagles will continue
to be competitive in the Big East for
years to come.

Kantor's and the rest of the Eagles'
concerns are on the present and their

drive to a possible Big East Championship. With the fact that BC will
be playing three of the top four teams
at home and that the Women's Big
East Tourney will be played at
Roberts Center,
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fJ7zj> go to a bar when the bar can come to you?

We can build the best bar
in town
?
?

call today
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inexpensive
durable
portable
Great for parties!

?

rj>* x

965-4807

36 Langley Road, Newton Centre

244-0607

STUDENT SPECIALS:
HAIRCUT AND BLOWDRY
~

GUYS: $9.00
PERMS: $28.00 REG: $40.00

V&

SUNBURST HIGHUGHTING-15% off
EARPIERCING-$B.OO, Reg. $10.00

Offer

Good With Coupon

*5*

V/DEO B/Z
Of Newton

The Best Prices and Selection in Newton
We Rent VCR's By the Day, Week or Month
*

NEW ARRIVALS

*

BEER
RED, WHITE & BLUE
HI
n KAW
\A/AI IkTF
ULU
MILWAUKtt
S
ow

rli!
MILLER
ctp

cd

Rambo, Best of John Belushi, St. Elmo's

Fire, Fletch, The Emerald Forest, Teen
Wolf, Code of Silence, Gremlins,
Ghostbusters, Vision Quest, Brewster's
Millions, And Many More...

MICHELOB
LABATTS
KILUANS RED ALE
BECKS
(all beer plus deposit)

1280 Centre St., Picadilly Square
Newton Centre, MA 02159
965-7120

$6.99
QQ
*7
V.W

8 79
I!'?!
'

$9.99
$11.69
$13.99
$14 99

WINES
RED FARMS WINES 750 ml

White Zinfandel, Chenin Blanc
Cabernet Sauvignon, Zinfandel

$2.99

German Wines 750 ml $4.99
FETZER WINES 750 ml
Zinfandel, Chenin Blanc, French
$$4.99
Colombard, Cabernet Sauvignon

FETZER PREMIUM WINES 1.5 I $5.99
$4.99
CARLO ROSSI 4.0 I
Chablis, Burgundy, Rose, Yin Rose

LIQUORS

$13.49
Seagram 7 1.75 I
$11.99 Johnny Walker Red 1.75 1519.99
Seagrams Gin 1.75 I
$6.99
McGregor Perfection 1.75 I $12.99 E& J Brandy 750 ml
$13.49 Amaretto DiSaronno 750 m 1512.99
Canadian Mist 1.75 I
$12.99
Midori 750 ml
Stalingrad Vodka 1.75 I

i;

BOSTON BAR

GIRLS: $13.00

Join the Heights.
We need you!!

\

THE

5/>

t

I

$8.99
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Everyone is Reading.
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ROTC, BC

Negotiating
Ryan,"The program was removed in
1970 and students finished up at Holy
Cross, Providence, and Northeastern. The link with Northeastern
has continued up to the present."
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In 1983, Ryan adds, BC signed a
formal cross enrollment agreement
with Northeastern. Up to that time,
the agreement was verbal.
In 1979 there were five students in
the program. Now, according to
Ryan, there are about forty. The
students have drills Wednesday mornings at BC, and classes on Thursday morning at BC, says Dean Ryan.
Classes, which include map reading,
military history, and the military
judicialsystem, are taught by ROTC
instructors from Northeastern. Until last year, BC did not officially
recognize these courses. This year,
however, juniors and seniors will
have the courses placed on their
transcript, and Northeastern will give
them credit.
Sixty percent of the students in the
program are on a two or three year
scholarship, which includes
everything except room and board,
says Ryan. Army ROTC students are
not eligible for four year scholarships
unless they attend a host school such
as Northeastern. The Navy, however,
will accept the use of a four year
scholarship in a cross enrollment
program.
"There is a spectrum of opinion
about ROTC at BC," says
Neenan."Some people would like to
see officers come from a setting like
BC ?a liberal arts college with a
religious background, some sense of
values, and a concern for peace. In
addition, ROTC helps students
finance their education."
:
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Those that are opposed to ROTC
BC, Neenan adds," believe a
university should not be training
military leaders. If they are needed,
they should come from a military
context."
"These are the two polar positions," says Neenan."And all sorts
of people are in between."
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The great beers of the world go by one name: Lowenbrau. Brewed in Munich.
Brewed in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and here in America for a distinctive world class taste.

ThisWorld CallsFor Lowenl3rau.
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Police Blotter
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Valentine Personals!
S/ie consumes
every thought.
hearf s/ie's relentlessly caught.
You don't know how to tell him

fc

and ambulance arrived later to the didn't feel well.
accident scene.
At 9:04, police responded to
your
Saturday January 25
At 9:46 am, a report was filed on Cheverus Hall and took a report of
past
to
a
a
responded
am,
1:27
of
from
which
had
police
larceny
University
exposure
property
At
taken <£
Your
place off-campus. Newton police
Keyes North.
report of parties discharging fire exAt 1:37 pm, a report on theft of were promptly notified of the
tinguishers in Hillsides AB. Subjects
'+.
>
were located, given tresspass warnpersonal property in Campion was incident.
/
filed.
Wednesday January 29
ivanf you fo
ings, and escorted off campus.
m/ne
At 6:22 am, police responded to
Police took a report of harrassing
Police responded to a report of an
your
Gasson Hall for an activated fire £
phone calls received on Newton injured person in the Plex at 8:51 pm
The student with a sprained ankle alarm. No fire was found and the
Campus.
At 10:42 am, police responded to was transported to St. Elizabeth's. alarm station was deactivated.
Tuesday January 28
Police responded to the Plex for an
a report of an injured person in Edhand
with
laceration
At
three
minutes past midnight, a injured student at 5:15 pm and
monds. Student
was transported to St. Elizabeth's. report was filed on the confiscation transported the student to the St.
A report was filed on a past of a beer keg from Roncalli.
Elizabeth's.
At noon, a report of a false ID was
ft 8:40, police responded to Walsh
larceny from Hillsides at 12:24 pm.
At 9:51 pm, an expired ID was taken at the station.
for a student having trouble
confiscated in Walsh Hall.
Police responded at 8:52, to Lyons breathing. The student was
Alcohol was confiscated at Hall to transport a student home who transported to the infirmary.
Cheverus at 11:30 pm.
At 11:51 pm, police responded to ijpo/
w/ coupon on entreees
"f C 0/
Upper Campus on report of an injured student. A student with lacera- "OFF
OFF !
&
to
St.
transported
tions was
Elizabeth's.
Sunday February 26
Cut &
A report was filed on a motor vehicle accident on Lower Campus at
AMERICAN-MIDDLE EASTERN FOOD
3:14 am.
beer
was
confiscated
from
keg
A
ENTREES:
q|-|q/
Fitzpatrick Hall at 3:18 am.
Shish
Kabob,
Mousaka,
Leaves,
Grape
At 9:16 am, a report was filed on
vandalism to the interior of O'Neill | Steaks.-.Soups, Salads and Sandwiches
8 30 6
8 30 9
\ 421 Cambridge St.
Library.
254-4110
Vegetarian Food!
Directly Across From Newton Centre T Station
A report was filed at 12:03 pm on
._254-J)_B?2_J
m
the confiscation of alcohol from
f fP f fffP fffffffffffffffffffffffwwrwtfw>fWffffrwmwii>
Walsh Hall.
>
Jim
At approxmiately 1:30 pm a report
f
i x-r^cj v V f\
Be
was filed on harrassing phone calls
?tw~7
\*\/^ 1
B«ffl
Hr
in Walsh.
'/To
At 5:30 pm, police responded to a
motor vehicle accident on Beacon
v
Street and an ambulance was called.
Police responded to a fire alarm in
Hillsides at 8:55 pm. The pull station
was deactivated and the alarm
ceased.
At 11:39 pm, a report was filed on
a power outage in Upper Campus
and McElroy. Electricians were
notified and the situation was
corrected.
Monday January 27
Police responded to a motor vehicle accident on Commonwealth
Avenue at 3:37 am. Boston Police
by Anthony Varona
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COMPLETE HAIR SERVICE
MEN WOMEN
AZ.I HAIRCUTS

Includes: Shampoo,

RESTAURANT

$12.50
Off On Perms
JU/0 with Student I.D.
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Career Expo'B6

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Westin Hotel, Copley Place, Boston
Career Expo 86 is a three-day career conference to acquaint
college and graduate school minority students with career
opportunities available in today's job market. Seminars for
students will be conducted on Feb. 18. The Job Fair will
be held on Feb. 19. Interviews will be scheduled for Feb.2o.

L

We will be scheduling interviews for managementcareers in:
Sales, Advertising, Market Research, Purchases, Customer
Service Operations, Manufacturing, Finance and Accounting.

The Procters Gamble
Manufacturing Company
780 Washington Street
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

617/471-9100
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Procter & Gamble believes in early responsibility as the best possible way to learn. Training
is on-the-job, personalized, structured to enable you to develop quickly. Salaries are
competitive with other leading consumer products companies, both at starting levels
and later on. Benefit plans, including Profit Sharing, rank among the top in U.S. industry.
For more information call:
Mr. Don Gardner
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Giuietti Epitomizes Jesuit Ideals and Focus

Mcontinued from page 9
Jesuits must remember that what has
been given to us is for the use of other
people," said Giulietti.
Giulietti's life at BC seems to
manifest the dual focus of the Jesuits.
Through his work with the International Volunteer Program, he deals
firsthand with the suffering people of
the world. He said his role with the
program "continually puts me in the

presence of the poor who are very
dear to God's heart. It also helps me
here at BC. It keeps me on the cutting edge, not being satisfied with
mediocrity...Seeing people struggle,
being oppressively hurt, gives me the
energy to work with those who have
the power to change some of these

help them realize they have a responsibility to help in the world. "Unless
they are reminded, they forget.
Unless I spend time in the presence
of the poor, I too forget," said
Giulietti.
Teaching theology is also an important part of Giulietti's work at
BC. This semester he is teaching a
situations."
In working with those who have course entitled "A Spirituality For
Authentic Christian Living." He said
power, he said his main goal is to
his main goal in teaching is "Helping those who have faith or some
glimmer of it to understand their
faith and to come to understand who
the real God is, One who is not a
policeman, the One watching to catch
us when we make a mistake or the
One who runs the universe as if it
were a pool table.
"The true God is one of love who
desires justice for all His creation,
one of profound compassion. This is
the true God. For many reasons, this
is the God that most people never
rome to know," said Giulietti.
Asked if he ever gets discouraged,
Giulietti said, "I feel discouraged
sometimes, when I see the way people treat each other, when I see how
a nation like our own can treat other
nations. I get discouraged when I see
a place like Ethiopia and realize it is
TnM.-%010r..t.r80.10 617-72»-U2e 1SO»-0OG40O0OOO-03Cn I
a desert, resulting from people being
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displaced through war, from fertile
land to desert land. War is a human
event, not a divine event. People
starve not so much from lack of food
as from the unwillingness of people
in countries that have an abundance
of food to give it. I find that very
discouraging.
"When I get discouraged, 1 have
to go back to the source of my life,
which is prayer, my friendship with
Christ," said Giulietti.
Asked to explain what prayer
means to him, Giulietti said, "Prayer
is a two-way communication with
God, of me speaking and trying to
listen. Part of the listening is being
reenergized and strengthened by the
source of all life. People are also important here. My friends are sources
of strength. I consider them great
gifts from God."
Asked what he was proudest of in
his life, Giulietti had a hard time
answering. He said all that came to
mind was what he was most grateful
for. "What I am most happy about
is that God allows me to do what I
do, to have the energy to be with people at places that are very important
to them and to be somewhat of a
channel of love and growth for them.
That spells its way out in many
ways...l'm grateful for all that's

H/WAH AND

come before. I have a very unique

educational background and ex-

periences that are very different from
most people. I'm grateful for that,'
said Giulietti.
Giulietti has three masters degrees
and a doctorate in psychology of
religious development. He has
studied at Vale, Harvard and Stanford. He has traveled to many parts
of the world and lived in Japan for
six and a half years before coming to
BC four years ago.
"All that happened so that I could
do what I am doing now. Being who
I am is what I do. That is why I have
a very hard time separating being a
Jesuit from who I am, because that
is a profound expression of who I
am," said Giulietti.
"A lot of things have happenedto
me that have been beyond my control. It is participating in those events
that has ultimately led me to become
the person I am...Everyone becomes
who they are through their history,
their own talents, their temperaments
and their limits. My own personal
history and the events of my life,
many have been different from the
average person. 1 nat does not make
me any better or worse, just different," Giulietti said.
As discussion of developing as a
person continued, Giulietti said he
feels pain and suffering often proceeds growth. He told of times when
he has suffered, and how they've
played a role in his own growth.
At one point while living in Japan,
Giulietti was quarantined with tuberculosis. He was kept in "a kind of
solitary confinement" for 53 days,
stayed in the hospital for 86 days and
then in a nursing home for an additional three months. "I was alone in
great physical and emotionalagony,"
he said.
"The only way to wholeness and
happiness is living life to its
fullest...one of the areas of full life
is being able to suffer. Suffering
opens up whole new areas of consciousness, awareness and even appreciation that we would never know
unless we had lived it," said Giulietti.
"I feel satisfied with my life...l'm
grateful for what is, the suffering as
well as the joy, and feel content with
life. My only regret is that I only have
30-40 years of it left. Then again, I'm
really lousy at math. I could be off
by quite a few years."
.
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Philosophy Professor Tom Robinson of the University of Toronto will
be visiting Boston College tomorrow
through Thursday, during which time
he will give three seminars on Plato's
Timaeus.
In addition to the lectures, Robinson will be available for office hours
for students who wish to speak with

him.
The event is part of the eighth annual Boston Area Colloquium in
Philosophy. In addition to Boston
College, the Colloquium consists of
Harvard University, Babson College,
College of the Holy Cross, Brown
University, and Clark University.
The schedule of this three day event
is as follows:
Tuesday, Feb 4, 3-5 pm
Wednesday, Feb 5, 2-4 pm
Thursday, Feb 6, 3-5 pm
All seminars are to be held in
McGuinn sth Floor Lounge.
For further information and
details, contact Professor John J.
Cleary, at 552-3869,-3845.
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Dance Review

Review
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A general definition of civilization: a civilized society is ex-

hibiting the five qualities of
truth, beauty, adventure, art,
peace.

Alfred North Whitehead

Dance into the Modern World of Mark Morris
by Lauren Leja

He is self-acclaimed as either "prolific or in-

continent." The critics hail him as "the

most

promising of his generation". I personally
regard him as the icon of the artistic/autistic
school of modern expression. Regardless of
who is raising all the fuss, Mark Morris is a
choreographer and dancer of rare talent and
originality.
The artistic/autistic label seems particularly
appropriate because of the seemingly simple attitude of Morris himself. Is he a spoiled brat
or a misunderstood artist? A media glutton or
a deserving performer? In recent lectures at the
Concert Dance Company and the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, Morris justified all the
critical ado and extensive press coverage he has
generated. Wearing black hightops, guzzling a
warm Labatt's, and fidgeting with the leathery
lizard paw on his beltloop, Morris, at best, first
resembles a rather hip gym teacher or
everyman's slightly eccentric uncle, rather than
the wunderkind of modern dance.
A few teasing tidbits of commissioned works
in progress, demonstrated by dancers training
with Morris and his company, begin to activate
Morris as he simultaneouslyclaps, stomps, and
nods out intricate dance beats. His mischievous,
often precocious grin charms the audience,
while his sensuous gesticulations seduce the
viewers with their amazing energy and fluidity.
The choreography of "Canonic 3/4 Studies"
perhaps best summarizes Morris' dance
philosophy and structure. The work involves
the repetition of specific "palette" movements,
but with slight variations in direction, speed,
intensity, or number of participants incorporated in each cycle. The basic reference motions are what adheres the dance together while
the variations add the excitement and energy.
While Morris' dances are meticulously constructed, the element of surprise is essential to
the choreographer, "I only create dances that
I'd like to see. I'm Utopian and selfish that
way...but if I see a dance a hundred times, there
must be an element of surprise somewhere. If
I'm excited the 101st time, the audience should
be too." Elements of surprise are Morris'
trademark; backward freefalls, collisions, loss
of balance, seemingly illogical herky-jerky
movement, and even traditionallyunacceptable
dance music (i.e. The Violent Femmes) all find
a comfortable niche in the subterranean world
created by Mark Morris.
These tendencies of Morris tagged pedestrian
by many critics, and though Morris is reluctant
to concede to this label, he has remarked, "I
can't stand the pretentious way that running
is usually shown by modern choreographers.
People just do not run like THIS" (he leaps
through the air in six-foot strides). "Walking
is a human action and humans do not leap
through the air when they run. But, they may
wobble or teeter or fall in their rush to get from
here to there."

The human element of Morris' dances
reflects the choreographer's own quirky sense
of humor. Morris is the man who created a
dance around a pair of huge pajamas he unearthed. A major pivot in one piece mimicked a
baby Morris viewed who sat down by simply
collapsing her legs beneath her. While the
human and humorous elements of the dances
may connote a light-handedapproach by Morris, the complex and often contradictory
rhythms he utilizes neatly confirms the genius
of his artistic unions. The classical ballet training of all the dancers in the company is important because it establishes the essential "pure"
backdrop to Morris' frequent bastardizations
and humanizations of traditional movement,
as well as providing a general sense of control
and discipline.
''Anything is acceptable, as long as it's done
well," is Morris' general view towards dance.
While he does not particularly enjoy seeing or
creating dances about "Vietnam, modern
mechanized society, or all that tortured artist
bullshit," they do have a purpose and meaning for some. Past attitudes towards dance,
from the untouchable sterility of classic ballet,
to the "I-Hate-You-For-Coming-To-See-MePerform" mentality of 60s dance are equally

important in that they demonstrate not what
has already been done, but what can still be
done; Morris views the glass as half full, not
half empty.
While Morris' inspirations range from observing New York City pedestrians to 10 month
old babies sitting, he does not confine himself
to strictly visual associations. Recently Morris
has found a goldmine of inspiration in printed
words: literary critic Roland Barthes' essays on
American pop culture in his book
"Mythologies". Composer Hershel Garfein
first unearthed Barthes' work and presented it
to Morris with the explanation: "Barthes'
writing is so lyrical and he writes so elegantly
about ridiculous things. But they aren't
ridiculous after you see Barthes' insight."
Garfein and Morris picked through Barthes'
essays for dance guidance, selecting "Championship Wrestling After Roland Barthes,"
"Striptease," and "Soap Powders and
Detergents." "Championship Wrestling"
premiered at the Brooklyn Acadamy of Music
(BAM) Next Wave Festival. The piece, like the
essay, displays the theatrical elements of wrestling, its rituals and plays. The dancers dress in
brightly colored garb, flipping, rolling, stalking, throwing, catching their enemies and ad-

vocates. In a way, the dance civilizes the world

of wrestling while simultaneously destroying the
usual seriousness of modern dance. The dance
is not narrative, but an exposition of arena
sports, exploring the intense physical interac-

tion of the dancer and athlete.
Morris commented that his translation of
Barthes' prose into movement is "very third
generational. The dancers are not dancing the
essay itself, the words, the actions; the essay
is not a script. But the essay provides the
stimulation, the feelings that provoke the
dance. There is a give and take between the two
mediums?they expand upon one another."
This theory sounds quite feasible to explain the
correlation of wrestling and dance, but exactly how does one develop a dance about soap
powders and detergents? Though unclear to the
inquiring layman, Morris "obviously associates
soap powders and detergents with cleansing,
washing, scrubbing, wringing, and hanging."
A virtual cornucopia of kinetic activity. The
dance triptych concludes with the shockingly
explicit and self-explanatory "Striptease".
Morris lives in Seattle, Washington, where
he began his dance training with Verla Flowers
and Perry Brunson. A traveling flamenco
troupe mesmerized Morris, dragging him into
the dancer's world of no return. Training in
classical ballet, flamenco, and Balkan folk
dance established Morris' movement
vocabulary. In 1976 Morris moved to New
York where he performed with the companies
of Lar Lubovitch, Hannah Kahn, Eliot Feld,
and Laura Dean. In addition to performing
with other companies, Morris formed his own
dance group in 1980 with assistant Tina
Fehlandt. In addition to choreographing and
performing for his own dance group, Morris
has created dances for institutions nationwide
(including Cambridge's Dance Umbrella and
The Boston Ballet) as well as the Batsheva
Dance Company of Tel Aviv, Israel.
Morris' career has advanced rapidly, perhaps
culminating in the BAM Next Wave Festival.
Set to Vivaldi's "Gloria in D". Morris
premiered his landmark piece based on Barthes'
essay on "Championship Wrestling". His own
solo performance, "O Rangasayee", danced to
an Indian vocal score by Sri Tyagaraja, had
Morris in an authentic dhoti, henna-dyed
palms, and shoulder length flying hair, swaying, leaping, and twisting, "O Rangasayee" is
like a hypnotic vision of a man possessed. The
BAM pieces firmly established Morris'
choreographic and solo performance work into international limelight as "the most solidly
promising heir to the mantle of the great
moderns." (Jennifer Dunning, "The New York
Times".)
Morris' work with the Boston Ballet, set to
the Poulenc Organ Concerto, will be at the
Wang Center, February 5-9. The
"Mythologies" will be performed at Northeastern University February 27-March I.

Mark Morris experiments with dance moves.

Art Review

New and Old Art Breaks Boundries at ICA
"DISSENTS" and "CURRENTS"?Art exhibits showing at the Institute of Contemporary
Art through February 9.
by Jeremy Fowler

"The Uniform" by Josef Scharl

Beginning in the 30's and 40's, the Institute
of Contemporary Art adopted a policy of exhibiting the never-before-seen works of several
northern European Expressionists such as
Munch, Ensor, and Kokoschka. One such exhibit, "Forbidden Art in the Third Reich,"
which ran in 1945, was in response to the banning of Expressionist art from German
museums. The Nazi government felt that Expressionism was "barbaric, degenerate, and unGerman" and therefore "a threat to the Third
Reich."
While other American museums were
devoted to the art of Surrealism, Cubism, and
the Dc Stijl movement, the ICA's affinity
towards Expressionism consequently had a
tremendous affect on Boston's art community.

As a celebration of their 50th anniversary in
1986, the ICA has organized "Dissent: The
Issue of Modern Art in Boston." This threepart exhibition series will survey the history of
the ICA in relation to Modern Art. Part one
of the series, "The Expressionist Challenge,"
features works of Max Beckmann, Otto Dix,
James Ensor, Erich Heckel, Karl Hofer, Ernst
Ludwig Kirchner, Paul Kleinschmidt, Oskar
Kokoschka, Georg Kolbe, Franz Marc, Edvard
Munch, Emil Nolde, and Josef Scharl as a
tribute to the ICA's earlier exhibitions.
"Dissent" opens with a complete retrospect
in time-line form of the chaotic events which
took place in Germany during the oppression
of Expressionism. From there, one is drawn to
the powerful and dramatic etchings by Dix
which illustrate the horrors and strugles of war.
Adjacent to the etchings is the poignant painting "The Uniform" (1931) by Josef Scharl
which at first glance seems to be an ordinary
print by Elliot Schwartz
continued to page 23 Gelatin-silver
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Surly Debutante
by Lauren Leja
"Angst Hotline. May I help you?"
"Yes, I'd like to talk about my blue funk

number 5,341. I'm sure you've heard this all
before, but I need to chat..."

you reluctantly kind of miss them. The ones
(men, not bedsores) that throw flowers at my
feet and ply me with musical ploys are the ones
I could live without. The persons that I would
execute members of my family and friends just
to be on the same continent with, just do not
realize all the complexities and inanities that are
rushing through this tiny little dynamo of a
brain, a.k.a. that misshapen cauliflower globule
within my. cranium. It's hard to know what
people want and what they don't want and
figuring out if you should care what they want
or if you're selfish or just paranoid or just want
to drink lots of tea and see movies with subtitles or just don't do anything but sit around
and hope for the best or just give up and spend
all your money on albums and carbohydrate-

A letter (or a poor excuse for a correspondence) did land at my pointed feet. The
alienated reader (aren't we all?) requests more,
more, more on the beloved Brady Bunch. Since
my tv set is on the blink, my only access to the
delightful families in rerun land, the Brady's
and the Partridge's, is through the intense
energy field radiating from my Shirley Partridge pendant-big, gold, and hideous. Each
time I wear this sacred piece of gemstoneage,
I have an undescribeable urge to get a shag and
paint the bus.
As to the USA-Schlock-Today report/scandal stating: "debutantes are out. What does it
feel like to be out? Is it cold?" Hhhmmm...But
Cornelia Guest hangs out with Andy Warhol
at Area, so there must be more than an iota
of hipness attributed to debutantes. Personally speaking, I've been "out" for 20 years, 5
months, so its become a habit for me. It's quite
cold, but then again, maybe that justifies wearing all this black garb. As my dear mummy and
daddy hope, I may one day see the light and
devolve into normalcy. It HAS been rather chilly sleeping in the driveway after an altercation
with the folks. Haven't been one to worship the
shrink-wrapped-mass-produced-xerox-andtanned-BC-student, and don't see any revelations in this department in the near future (i.e.
the next 63 years).
All this bitterness must come from
somewhere. Maybe from the theory that men
are like bedsores: when they're around they're

ing: does it pertain to people who have sex in
Chevy's at the drive-in?
Some scandal: chatted with the sister of the
known felon. It seems that he is unable to cope
with the troubles of the modern world and has
resorted to the distorted reality of a drug and
alcohol induced state. Since he cannot function
without artificial stimulation, he decided to go
to a shrink. The shrink said that Ron (a.k.a.
the known felon) should get rid of the stress
in his life that is "forcing" him to spend all
his hard-earned-blue-collar-dollars on drugs
and cheap booze. This festering pool of stress
revolves around Mary, the cosmotology student/cheerleader. I honestly can't say I'm cryladen foodstuffs.
ing in my beer over this decision. We'll see.
We were leafing through a psychology book
Another trauma, another column. Anyway,
last night and reading about sex (what a sur- the only pleasant thought traveling through my
prise) and we got to a section that listed dif- mind is to wish my favorite roommate Annie
ferent sex-related activities: homosexual, a happy, though belated birthday. Really.

"Well
(groan, groan)...go right
ahead."
"I'm bored, I'm boring, everyone despises
me, I despise my thighs. Worst of all, I hate
my uneven skintone. Maybe it's chocolate
withdrawal. I don't know. My life resembles
one of those really bad made-for-tv-movieslike
"Single Bars, Single Women". With my luck
Adrienne Barbeau would have the title role in
movie of my life. Either Maude's daughter or
Charo. I wonder?is there a God? If there is,
then why does he allow game shows and
cellulite to exist?
The avalanche of mail was....lame. Half
from my favorite roommate (I pretended not
to recognize the handwriting), the other half
from those mentally tainted individuals who
would delight on seeing me lifelessly swing from
a taut rope.
Went to a party on Saturday when several
previously anonymous fans (?) introduced
themselves and harassed me with plaguing questions: "What kind of gas surrounds Neptune?"
"Is Tofu a food group?" "Will you give birth
to my children if I give you an expensive gem
or leather blazer?" (The answer to the last
query was an unequivocal yes.) "How can I
meet Monique?"
apainmtheassjandwh^^

Movie Review

Fantasy Ruined in 'Brazil'
BRAZIL?FiIm directed by Terry Gilliam.

Starring Jonathan Price, Robert DeNiro and
Michael Palm. Playing at the Copley Place

Cinema.
by Brian Callahan

Insanity is its own reward. At least, this
seems to be Terry Gilliam's outlook on life. In
his new movie, Brazil, Gilliam creates a reality, that is too monstrous to be taken seriously. In his world, in fact, reality is an obscenity
that is scrawled on the grimy walls of his

stand for? Is it Boston College, Benneton Col-1
I
lege or just CB backwards?
?Belle

Bottom}

Dear 8.8.,
Close. The university was named after
Heights. Bitchin' Crazy.
Dear John,
What's love got to do with it?

the!J
j
|

?T.T.i

i

Hello readers. I've been asked certain questions so many times that I'm repeating myself
in class, getting nightmares, and only recently
developed a twitch. So I'm going to answer
them for all posterity. "John, do you write all
the questions yourself?" No. I receive between
10-20 letters a week, and answer them all
myself. Sometimes, however, I make one or
two up to fill space. "What is your real name?"
That's it. John. "Where did you get the idea?"
Rob and I thought of it last May. "What is
your sign?" Scorpio. "Who is that blonde
girl?" Who? Which? "What year are you?"
I am a junior. There you have it. We are all
asked questions every day, so I've taken the
time to answer some of them, I hope satisfactorily. Once again, "Do you really get letters
in the mail?" YES! YES! YES! Send them to
McElroy 113, anytime, through campus mail
you don't even need a stamp.

I
Dear T.T.,
I
Everything. Love is the source of humanl
energy and growth, it keeps us alive and gives!
that life meaning.
Dear John,
Is it live or is it Memorex?
?Ella

FitzJ

Dear Ella,
It's live, it's now, it's real. It's hip and hot,
it's groovy. That's life at the top, the
Nest.

J

J
Eagle's]

j

|

Dear John,
Help! I have had a crush on the same BC|
athlete
for the last three years. Although I ad-1
**?L?_
Dear John,
mit
such
a feeling seems juvenile(being the mod
Who is the annoying guy in the band at the
woman
that I am), it is nonetheless true.
hockey games with the zylophone and how can 80's
We
were
once
so called friends but now I rare-1
he be stopped?
see
him.
I
think
ly
my feelings were revealed
?Felix
to him one night sophomore year?that is if he
took my blatant staring as a direct indication
Dear Felix,
of
what was on my mind. Last year some more
What is a Zylophone? Is it edible?
"subtle" clues were given?that is if telling'
everyone connected with him about it can be
Dear John,
considered subtle.
What is a Reebok?
"So what's the problem?" you ask. Although
?Per-Plex-ed
1 no longer desire a relationship with this boy
(dare I say man), I feel I must kiss him before
Dear P.,
I graduate. Just one semi-passionate embrace
When a baserunner takes two bases conshould I do? This
secutively without the ball in play, it is usually to satisfy my curiosity. What
to
class he's never
goes
is
since
he
never
tricky,
due to a re-balk, (that's the best I could do).
on main campus. Should I get trashed and present myself at his mod? Hurry?l'm a senior
Dear John,
What is one hour martinizing? and what does and my days are numbered.
?Still crazy after all these years.
it mean if you're in love with your sixty-five
'year old Physics teacher who has chalk all over
Dear S.,
'his sweater?
Love is sometimes irrational, but don't lose
wits. Not only does he sound lazy and iryour
?Eileen and Ellen L.
responsible, but he has ignored you all this time
Dear c's,
give
Dr. X. Martin devised an imaginary service despite your attempted eye contact. Don't
him
the
satisfaction
of
You
sound
kissing
you.
Lthat strips laundramat urchins of their quarters,
like a tender, sensitive person who takes peo{that's all. In regard to your golden aged flame, ple
and relationships seriously. Don't degrade
{either he's a killer or you're easy to please. yourself
by chasing him, you have a wonderful
that should be enjoyed by sopersonality
Dear John,
is
of it.
worthy
meone
who
I I'm from New Jersey, any advice?
I
?Born in the U.S.A.
Thanks for the Letters.
?John.
IDear 8.,

I

I

I I I I

I I

****-"*

I

,

I Personally, I wouldn't tell anyone. Say
lyou're from somewhere exotic like Tonga or
Katar.
{Dear John,

What exactly do the initials BC

heterosexual, bisexual, asexual, and autosexual. This autosexual business was a bit confus-

metropolis.
Brazil is basically a cautionary tale of
bureaucracy gone mad. An emergency call to
central heating entails a wait of weeks. An insect shorting out a computer chip means an innocent man has now become a criminal. The
man who has lost his innocence computer-style
is Mr. Buttle. He is mistaken for the
swashbuckling rebel and freelance heating
repairman, Turtle.
When poor Mr. Buttles life is ended the hero
of the film, Sam (Jonathan Price), is introduced
as he tries to sort out the bureaucratic mishap.
Sam does not really live in the Orwellian horror that surrounds him; he takes refuge in more
pleasant fantasies soaring through the air to the
accompaniment of the Ary Barroso song Brazil
and fighting as the good knight for his fair
damsel. Mixing his fantasy with his life, Sam
falls for Jill, a tough truck driver who lives
above Buttles flat, when he notices that she
resembles the girl of his dreams.
They do not live happily ever after, for Brazil
is a fantasy but not a comedy. Entropically,
things worsen and worsen. Sam finds himself
confronting a psychopathic torturer, maniacally played by Michael Palm. Even the heroic
Tuttle (Robert Dc Niro) proves ineffectual in
the end.
All this might be extremely depressing if it
weren't so utterly insane. Gilliam creates a
bizarre world of the future that recalls that of
Blade Runner, 1984 and Metropolis but is
ultimately uniquein its surrealistic lunacy. Mr.
Buttles world is so grim, crazy and malevolent
that his preference for fantasy is not surprising.

Ironically, Gilliam battled a similarly
malevolent bureaucracy in the "real" world.
Universal Pictures refused to release Brazil in
Canada or the United States because of the opposition of Sid Sheinberg, president of Univerparent company, MCA Inc.. Sheinberg
felt that the movie was too long and too
depressing. He wanted to cut it by 17 minutes
and give it a happy ending. When Gilliam objected, the movie was consigned to Limbo for
months.
It took a real-life rebel like Gilliam to rescue
his film from the corporate vaults. He took out
a full page ad in Variety asking "Dear Sid
Sheinberg: When are you going to release my
film Brazil!" This having failed, Gilliam illegally screened the film for the Los Angeles Film
Critics Association, which gave Brazil its best
film, director and screenplay awards. That
seemed to rattle Universal a bit. It agreed to
show the film in Los Angeles and New York
to qualify it for Oscar nominations. It is now
playing in ten cities including Boston.
The strangest aspect of this battle was
Universal's inexplicable behavior. Even while
this corporate leviathan held the film firmly in
its coils, Universal's president of marketing
remarked "I think Terry Gilliam is a genius and
the movie is brilliantly made, but a lot of
brilliantly made pictures don't do business."
Obviously, Universal is more concerned with
its corporate ledger than with giving the public
good films. Unfortunately, despite this incredible example of arrogance and stupidity, Universal will probably turn a tidy profit on the movie
it was so reluctant to release. Perhaps this reluctance stemmed from seeing itself mirrored in
the bureaucratic despotism on the screen.
This fascinating controversy not withstanding, Brazil is well worth seeing. Its nightmarish
imagery mixes with its farcical and slapstick
elements to produce a loony cinematic masterpiece. It succeeds as both entertainment and
social commentary. In fact, it would not be
nearly as interesting if the comedy was not placed in Gilliam's forbidding future. Pessimism
can be fun.

An Everyday Story
by

Steve Sabatini

I walked into the Eagle's Nest at 8:20 for
some Raisin Bran and a cup of coffee...just
a regular Tuesday morning. It's quiet in the
Nest at that hour, the sunlight comes through
the windows softly, gradually, but it penetrates.
It's the only time of the day that the place isn't
dingy.
When I went to sit with the B.C. bakers they
were in the middle of a minor skirmish, which
is usually the case.
"Hey, if the elevator's broken, whatta ya
gonna do?your gonna have to carry all of it
up stairs." One of them said to the other,
laughing.
"Why don't you stop tellin' him what's gonna happen and shut up, insteada' beginning the
morning wrong like you always do." The oldtimer of the group snapped at him, and they
all laughed. Then he turned to me. "So whatta ya think of the Patriots?did ya see the front
page yet?"
'No I didn't?what's it say?', I asked him.
"What's it say! It says that the players are
all on drugs, they all got drug problems, that's
what it says."
"Oh", I said.
"So now I suppose we gotta rehabilitate the
Patriots." They all laughed at his punchline and
ane of them got up and told the others that
breakfast break was over.
"Bye", the old-timer said, and they got up
md went back to work.
I looked out the window and noticed the
snow was falling a lot harder. The wind look-

Ed heavier, too. The day was starting to
change? the weather, the Patriots. The Nest
looked dingy already...just another Tuesday

morning, I thought.
But it wasn't.
At 11:45 someone in the dorm said that the
space shuttle had just blown up. We watched
Dan Rather struggle with the pain and emptiness of the tragedy on television, the footage
and the faces. The dream rocket climbing for
space and suddenly just erupting into smokey
debris and falling quietly into.the ocean.
Everyone in the room said what a shame it
was. They asked how it could have happened,
why it had to, were they dead?....And the
sunlight snuck through the window and drew
itself upon the T.V.. Dan Rather said that it
was very cold at the launch site earlier today.
It was starting to change again?the weather,
the space shuttle, everything. Somehow I was
positive that the Eagle's Nest remained dingy.
Just another Tuesday morning, I thought...but
I couldn't wait for it to be over.
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Movie Review

Allen Breaks Mold with His 'Three Sisters'
HANNAH AND HER SISTERS?Movie written and directed by Woody Allen. Starring
Woody Allen, Michael Came, Mia Farrow,
Barbara Hershey, Maureen O'Sullivan, Daniel
Stern, Max Yon Sydow, and Dianne Wiest.
Opens February 7 at Circle Cinema and the
Paris Cinema.
by Jean-Baptiste Guillemin

Woody Allen has come a long way in his
Hannah and Her Three
Sisters, since the early days of his
cinematographic explorations. After fourteen
films ranging from box-office successes like
Annie Hall to relatively unknown productions
as Love and Death, Allen has fine-tuned his
skills not only as a director but also as a writer.
What separates Hannah from Allen's
preceeding films is a new-found confidence in
his command of the camera, especially in
choosing the type of scenes and their timing.
He has also made some adjustments in his plot
technique. He has substituted much of his
presence on screen with other characters.
Although this might seem like a drastic step
(certainly to "dyed in the wool" Allen fans)
it works wonders for the flow of the plot. For
a director who insists on a dictatorial control
of his films ranging from casting to advertising decisions, this selfless act reveals a mark
of maturity.
This sage temperament prevails throughout
the film as Allen proves that he has learned
from thirteen years of hacking it out in the
cinema industry. Hannah is, without a doubt,
most recent film,

Allen's most polished endeavor thus far.
Despite its alterations, Hannah still retains the
Allenesque qualities that won him his name.
The beginning of the film lights up at a warm
family gathering with all the hustle and bustle
of a Thanksgiving feast. As the camera's eye
pans across the exuberant faces of children darting about a spacious apartment, we realize a
difference, the absence of Allen ( which continues for a full fifteen minutes), but that is not
all. We are aware of a sensitive and realistic
handling of the subject with a robust attention
to atmosphere that was only half heartedly attempted in his past movies.
These dinners serve as punctuation marks in
the story of the lives of four sisters, which spans
roughly three years. The tale revolves around
Hannah, played by Mia Farrow, and Elliot, her
husband, acted by Michael Came, who are
superbly woven into a morass of contempary
conflicts and controversy. Surrounding them
is a triangle of three sisters with varying degrees
of personality defiencies. There is the nervous
and self-doubting Holly (Dianne Wiest), the
forward and sometimes calous April (Carrie
Fisher) and the hesitant and romantic Lee (Barbara Hershey, Mia Farrow's sister). This
quartet find themselves bumping into each
other, thus always shifting the balance of interest and intrigue, be it Lee's amorous fanaglings with Elliot or Holly's libulous book plots,
your attention flickers around.
Woody Allen appears in a parallel plot in the
movie, posing himself (as always) as, Micky,
the fumbling, hypocondriac comedy writer who
is painfully aware of his nerosis. This time,

ICA's Fiftieth Celebrated
Mcontinuecl from page 21
military uniform. Further analysis reveals tne
uniform superimposed by a man's skeleton
which mimicks the stripes of the suit. The ribs
echo the sleeve and jacket decorations while the
spinal column appears as a row of buttons
down the front. This frightening, almost haunting portrait cries out in agony over the tragedy
of war and the army.
Other unsurpassed paintings include
Kokoschka's compelling "Two Lovers,"
(1912-13) and Munch's "Girls on Bridge."
(1904) All of the artworks in "Dissent" are extraordinary examples of subjective expressions
of an artist's inner experiences. In addition, all
of the artworks must be experienced in-person
as no reproduction could ever capture the emotions and spirit of a painting or any other work
of art.
While "Dissent" is outstanding, the ongoing ICA exhibition of "Currents" focuses on
a group of contemporary artists, some more
engaging than others, all of whom refuse to be
categorized into any one particular style.
Trevor Winkfield's paintings use comic-striplike images, bright colors, and several geometric
shapes and planes to evoke a sense of childish
imagery. In "Father and Son," (1982) it seems
the idea is to make the viewer laugh at someone
in a painful or embarrassing situation just like
in cartoons, but at the same time, there is an
underlying satirical commentary. This double
jeopardy of sorts is the recurring motif in his
other paintings as well.
Also in the exhibit are the large, eccentric,
fur-covered sculptures by Eric Bainbridge.
These ridiculous sculptures are quite humorous:
"Din-O-Saur" (1985) is a Stegosaurus that has
the boney plates on his back replaced with objects ranging from car mufflers to skyscrapers
to toy boats?all envelopedin faux ocelot fur,
creating a certain fun and tackiness about them.
David Carbone's paintings take the viewer
through the sideshows of a carnival full of
magicians, albino snake charmers, and fireeaters. In "Vaudeville Icon" (1983-84) a threedimensional effect is created through the use

of careful perspective, shadows, and modeling.

However, the painted frame on the canvas gives
the appearance of a flat poster. As the titlesuggests, the painting consists of illusion and
iconography just as the circus performer or
magician creates his/her illusion. Perhaps the
aura of mystery created reflects something more
sophisticated such as our hidden desires or
obsessions.
Light is the primary element in Ross
Bleckner's large canvasses along with geometric
shapes, patterns, and grids and the use of black
and white with limited traces of color.
"Memory of Larry" (1984) shows the soft light
of chandelier dispersing out of darkness and
refracting all about the canvas. The
luminescence creates ambiguous, shadowy
forms. Bleckner's use of wax with oil also
enhances the all-important element of light.
Another painting by Bleckner, "Photosynthesis," (1980) has references to the Op Art of
the 60's and 70s. The highly visual contrast of
the black and white stripes mesmerizes the

Woody Allen in his new movie 'Hannah and Her Sisters'.
however, a "black dot" on an x-ray makes dinner scenes. Tnere is a fascinating five minute
Allen's best fears come true. Micky has many stretch where Allen shows virtually every woropportunities to do what Allen does best, thwhile building in Manhattan. They say you
philosophize about the grand paradox, life (and "pay for the view". The price of admission is
worth it.
death). Especially since he was deemed important when being married to Hannah (thus his
connection) and has to beg for a cup of sperm
If Allen has developed some new techniques,
from a friend.
he has also improved on old ones. His keen inAlien excels with his characters. Though sight into the social interaction of people allows
never a director to pluck personalities from cenhim to reveal the idiosyncracies in relationships.
tral casting, Allen has had trouble in the past He exposes the ticklish spots of urban society
of making his characters a little thin, mostly by recreating private pillow talk, favors among
due to the predictability of his own style. In friends, quarrels between family and hopes for
Hannah he breathes more life into them by love. In this manner he unveils truths so plain
bolstering them with an outstanding secondary that they strike one as new. Thus there is a new
cast. Lloyd Nolan and Maureen O'Sullivan pordimension of discovery in his work.
tray Hannah's father and mother, old veterans
Woody Allen has also smoothed his comedy
of the Broadway stage, who reign over the from a slapstick variety that was the primary
family reunions like king and queen. Max Yon basis for Sleeper to a more subtle version.
Sydow plays a brooding German artist whose Oneliners still remain his favorite medium, but
cynacism is completely consuming. "If Jesus now they glide from one crack to the next with
came back and saw the world today, He'd never no hint of effort.
stop throwing up." The main characters come
alive with the help of such a vibrant backdrop.
Hannah is a visible improvement on what
Allen has also proven himself as a master was already humorous and provocative film.
cameraman. He has taken New York city Woody Allen has shined, waxedand buffed his
visually to new heights of magnificence, which talent until a perfectly enjoyableand thoughtful
is not an easy task. He captivates the audience movie was made. Upon watching Hannah and
with slow pans of Central Park and intimate her Sisters, you will know it's a classic film.

audience.

The huge photographs by Elliot Schwartz
take isolated industrial-strength objects and
machine parts and suggest a transformation to
timeless relics. While these photographs are
aesthetically pleasing, they seem to lack
freshness and innovation.
Finally, Lothar Baumgarten's photographic
series, "El Dorado," investigates the exploitation of South American Indian land by
unscrupulous developers. These Venezuelan
landscapes seem repetitive despite
Baumgarten's insistent inclusion of the blatant
and slightly didactic symbolic imagery of

feathers.
The ICA's "Currents" represents the work
of an exciting and dynamic combination of artists and is by all means an exhibit to be enjoyed, but awaiting the visitor upstairs is an
even more intriguing collection of emotional
and thought-provoking works that come alive
and engross the viewer with the artists' struggles, pain, and suffering.

"Father and Son" by Trevor Winkfield part of Currents at the ICA.

Wiley Moore and Allen Oliver in 'The Island.

Drama Review

Plight Felt in 'The Island'
THE ISLAND?PIay by Athol Fugard, John
Kani, and Winston Ntshona. Directed by
Downing Cless. Starring Wiley Moore and
Allen Oliver. Playing at the Suffolk University Theater through February 15.
by Andres Hurwitz

Theatreworks' production of The Island is
a thought provoking play as well as a brilliant
piece of political drama. Written by a triumvirate of two black South Africans and a
playwright (who were the original cast and
director when the play was first produced in
1974), the play presents two black South
African political prisoners as they experience
the horror of a forced labor prison on an island
of the coast of South Africa.
As you enter the theatre, you are told to wait
in the back of the room and leave your jackets
on the theatre's seats. Only 38 people are able
to see this play at once. All the usable seats are
crowded onto the stage around a cage in which
the "action" of the play takes place. Consequently, the play's impact is magnified as you
are forced into the same situation as the
prisoners.
The Island is a political play which ridicules
the regime of President Botha, placing him on
the same plateau (be it ever so low) as King
Creone in Antigone. The plight of black South
Africans is sybolized by the good intentioned

yet victimized Antigone.

One of the prisoners, in a performance of
Antigone, professes the importance of law as
king, and as he speaks, the image of Botha is
superimposed on his body. The law must never
be broken and the stubborn wicked leader is
the manifestation of the unjust law.
The oppression found in South Africa is
channeled to "the 38" sitting around the stage
through a variety of techniques. In one, the
overbearing white floor is brightly lit up, blinding the unsuspecting and helpless prisoners.
The blacks are victims and they must struggle
to survive in a situation far worse than that
found in American slavery.
Along with the anti-aparthied message that
saturates The Island, a relationship between the
two men develops as they suffer together, as
they laugh together, and as they are torn apart.
Their relationship seems secondary to the
magnanimity of the main issue, but it
humanizes the plight of the black person.
Botha is a blind man, a man who will go
down on the wrong side of history. As he
speaks of the blacks and their homelands, one
must not forget the people who are affected by
the policy of Apartheid. The message is:
something must be done, soon.
The Island, which runs only a few weeks, is
worth a trip into Boston. It is a tragedy, and
a finely crafted production of political drama.
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Musical Review

'Forbidden Broadway' Upstages Favorites
FORBIDDEN BROADWAY 1986-Musical
Written and Directed by GerardAlessandrini.
Playing at the Terrace Room at the Boston
Park Plaza.
by Andrea Munster

Forbidden Broadway 1986 is not a compilation of the scenes filled with explicit sex and
foul langauge cut from various Broadway
musicals. Instead, this musical lampoons the
special scenes, stars and pageantry of the great
Broadway shows.
Forbidden Broadway 1986, is a new, revised version of Alessandrini's award winning
musical Forbidden Broadway. The show's four
member cast and a very talented pianist,
parodies everything from West Side Story to
Cats, along with big Broadway stars like Carol
Charming and Richard Harris.
The show begins before the audiencerealizes
that they are being used as the stage. Two actors inconspicuously move into the audience
and start an argument about seating that is
quite believable. After completely drawing the
audience into their fight, the actors burst into
song and the show begins.
In the first act one of the funnier numbers
is taken from the Music Man's hit "Trouble."
Michael McGrath appears on stage in a colorful band costume and claims that trouble has
come to Broadway. Unfortunately, they (the
directors) are turning "comic strips into Broadway shows" and the "only shows in the black
are on HBO."
Another clever song which is extremelywell

played by Brad Ellis (pianist and Musical Director) is "America"from West Side Story. The
two actresses, Toni Dißuono and Kathy Murphy, don frizzy wigs and Spanish accents and
begin fighting about whether Rita Moreno or
Chita Rivera plays the character of Anita better. This number "Chita/Rita" displays the actresses's flexibility on stage. They move well in
the minor dance sequence and sing respectably
while maintaining the humor of the lyrics.
One of the strongest parts of the revue are
the impersonations of the famous Broadway
stars. In the first act, Toni Dißuono appears
covered in red lipstick and begins croaning in
a perfect Carol Charming voice "Dolly is a
girl's best friend." The skit continues when
McGrath and Christakos appear and sing to the
tune "Hello Dolly" saying "Oh no Carol." The
imitation and the lyrics are a perfect combination that compliment whole the act.
The second act continues in the same clever
manner. This is done with several funny pieces
like a great imitation of Richard Harris in
Camelot and another of Liza Minelli. An addition to the second half that was not in the
program, was Jerry Christakos's version of
'Memories' from Cats. The song begins with
Christakos, covered in fur, climbing the room's
poles, singing "I remember when actors played
humans." He concludes by adding "I enjoy being a cat" and crawls off the stage. The act and
the show ends with a sing-a-long to another
Music Man favorite, '76 Trombones', with the
words '76 Hit Shows.'
The members of this talented cast, Toni DiBuono, Michael McGrath, Kathy Murphy, and

Jerry Christakos, combine singing, a little dancing, and a lot of humor to produce a hysterical
spoof. Karen Murphy and Toni Dißuono were
part of the original cast when the show opened in 1984. Since then the show has received
awards from the Drama Desk, the New York
Outer Critics Circle, and the Boston Theatre
Critics Circle.

Music Review

If you enjoy Broadway musicals and are

familiar with most of the big shows then Forbidden Broadway 1986 will be very entertaining. Even if you aren't a Broadway buff the
show is witty and well done. The atmosphere
of the Terrace Room is perfect for this kind of
entertainment and provides a relaxing evening
filled with fun and laughter.

'Red Sneakers' Run Away with the Show
by Jenifer Bosco

Let me get this straight: I'm supposed to go
to a concert performed by Composers in Red
Sneakers? Who are they? What are they? What
kind of music do they play?
Unfortunately, the scanty informational
press release was not much help. Except there
was a mention that Lyle Mays of the Pat
Metheny Group will be a "guest sneaker".
Good, I've heard of Pat Metheny. They did
"This Is Not America" with David Bowie.
Even with this sparse background information, I thought the concert was great. I still
don't know what to call the Sneaker's style of
music. It was rock and jazz and classical and
gospel and pop. Or maybe none of these. What
the music definitely had was originality. The
Sneakers played all original compositions,
several being performed for the first time. One
piece of information that I did get out of the
sconty press letter was that the Composers in
Red Sneakers have introduced over 150 new
pieces in the five years they have been playing.
At the beginning of the concert, before any
music was played, the Sneakers loosenedup the
audience with a comedy tape they had put
together. Then two of the Sneakers came out
on stage and, with the most intense concentration I've seen in musicians, began a song played

with a violin, a marimba, and a tape of bells
and other sounds. All the musicians displayed
this same concentration while playing what my
companion ( who graduated from BU with a
music major) said was very difficult music to
play.
However, nobody said that the players
couldn't have fun as well. Pianist James
Brough had a humorous stage presence, cracking up the audience with his mimicry of a musician's pained facial expressions while playing
a piece. In the middle of a song, he would suddenly pound his fists or smash a forearm onto
the pianokeys. He also played one of the best
sets of the concert.

After a ten minute intermission, we returned for an equally enjoyable second half, which
concluded with Lyle Mays' composition,
"Balances".
I asked Mays about "Balances" after the
show. Apparently, the performance had been
plagued with technical problems, and Mays was
happy that they had gotten through the piece
without having to stop. He also asked me to
spread the word about the Sneakers, so here
it is. The Composers in Red Sneakers are playing again on May 1 at 8:00 p.m. in the Sanders
Theatre at Harvard. If you're into music, any
kind of music, I urge you to go. And wear red
sneakers.

Art Review

'Waves' of Nuclear Might
Robert Aldridge, Nancy Zeltsman, Christopher Stowens, Thomas Oboe Lee, Herman Weiss.

CAMPUS EVENTS
AI

Vladimir Zaitsev, award winning
pianist performs great works of
Scarlatti, Beethoven, Chopin,
Rachmaninoff, and Liszt in his
Boston debut recital.

February Bth at the Robsham Theatre
Performance begins at 7 pm. Tickets:
$2 for students. Sponsored by the

February 7th at the Robsham Theatre.
Performance begins at 8 pm. Tickets
$4 for BC community and students.
Sponsored by The Musical Guild of
Boston College.

Black Student Forum.
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Eaton recreates the!
speeches of Martin Luther King!
in "One Man Play of the Life:
and Times of Dr. Martin Luther:
King, Jr."

'AMBER WA YES OF GRAlN'?Exhibition ai
The Museum of Science through March 2.
by Caroline Collins

Currently running at the Museum of Science
Science Park is an exhibit entitled Amber
Waves of Grain. This exhibit presents a
miniaturization of the United States' entire
nuclear weapons arsenal. The weapons are
divided into roughly three groups?missiles,
aircraft, and submarines?which are
represented by either three-inch cones, as in the
case of the missiles, or scale models that range
up to forty-eight inches, as with the aircraft and
submarines. The pieces are all cast and fired
in a pale-golden clay, that when assembled in
the exhibit is reminiscent of the patriotic fields
the exhibit was titled after.
The logistics required in assembling this exhibit are truly awesome. Denver, Colorado artist Barbara Donachy and her husband Andy
Bar dwell began the project in 1982 and have
since used six tons of clay in its making.
Because the exhibit attempts to displayprecisely
the number of nuclear weapons owned by the
US today, 5,000 more figurines have been added to the original30,000 that first went on tour.
The tour has gone from such places as the
Aurora Public Library (in Colorado) to
Deplanakunsthalle, Berlin, West Germany.
Donachy would like to see the exhibit on perat

manent viewing at the National Air and Space

Museum in Washington, D.C., where the
number of miniatures would be constantly updated.
The exhibit itself is interesting and quite
aesthetically pleasing. Instead of being a
representation of an ever-present threat, the
miniatures, their arrangement, and their coloration give a contradictory sense of restfulness
and quiet. The sheer numbers of figurines,
coupled with their harmless appearance, are
also hard to relate to nuclear weaponry.

My only complaint with the exhibit lies in its
support.Althoughit is touted as a neutral, nonpartisan educational tool, there is a disarmament sentiment about it. This is not surprising
considering the show is being funded by Communicators for Nuclear Disarmament in Boston
and that the artist herself has taken a strong
disarmament stance.
This display, coupled with another exhibit,
A torn: Peril and Promise, is well worth attending. I suggest visiting during off-peak hours
when one has ample time to sit in front of the
exhibit. Amber Waves of Grain in a successful
attempt to offer a tangible display of what is
an abstraction. Now it is possible to comprehend the incredible nuclear strength stored
in our nation's silos ?a valuable understanding
for all of us.
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What Goes On At a Lesbian/Gay Meeting?
They cordially introduce themselves
and continue the conversation started
outside of the living room. More people come in until there are about fifteen men assembled. They greet each
other with hellos and jokes. One
member tells another that a man he

by Joanne McAllister

The meeting scheduled for 7:30
doesn't begin until 7:45.
A few men enter the huge wooden
living room where the couches and
chairs have been arranged in a circle.

was seen with was not gay. It was his
roommate. "He wanted me to tell
you. There is nothing there."
Some literature is passed out
among the group. One piece of news
is a letter from BC administration on
the future of Haley House. Another

Panel Format Chosen Over
Traditional Forum Structure

is the Intercolligate, a newsletter
published by the Boston IntercolligiateLesbian and Gay Alliance.
Tonight's meeting is the second of
the semester. In the first, the administration's decision not to
recognize the Lesbian/Gay Community was discussed. David Brennen also proposed that the meetings
be run by other members besides
himself. Tom, a freshman, and
Chris, a BC staff member have
volunteered.
The meetings are informal. Chris
and Tom begin by stating the need
for defining the role of the Lesbian/Gay Community at Boston College. According to Chris, "if it is not

clear to the general college" what
purpose the group holds, then
homosexual students will not become
involved.
For the rest of the evening, this
topic is in the back of everyone's
minds. All of the issues they bring up
relate back to this opening statement
but the conversation ricochets around
the room, bouncing from comment
to comment.

Questions, questions and more
questions are asked and attempts are
made to answer them. Chris wants to
know the best way to educate the gay
at BC. Someone else wants to know
how to get more of them involved
Gays, page 26

Ucontinued from page 6
All three decided that a panel discusforum as to "really get people thinksion would be the best possible soluference is in what we committ
ing and talking about the issue."
tion. Restivo sees it as "not depen- Duffy said that he "would not even
ourselves to." He said that the symposium is for all students, "anyone's dent, but a compliment to Anne's hazard a guess" as to how the lecture
symposium." Considering what he would affect the administration's
sexual identity is a complex issue."
decision on the recogntion of the
calls "the sensitive and unusual subCounselors and faculty have found
ject matter," he hopes that people Gay/Lesbian Community at BC. He
that "students aren't as informed,
will attend the panel without did say that the issue "is going to be
enlightenedas modern society thinks
ongoing."
preconceived notions.
they are," said Duffy.
complete
Duffy cites the objective of the
The results from ignorance and
misinformation manifest themselves
in many ways, Duffy says, including
the harassment of homosexuals. Acto
the
cording
Duffy,
"homophobia" that permeates
Boston College stems from a lack of
knowledge.
As part of the UGBC lecture series,
BC graduate Kevin Cranston will
speak about what it is like to be gay
at BC. According to Colleen
McPhadden, who is helping Anne
Maxwell organize the symposium,
this particular lecture will help guard
against the "negative stereotypes"
that some people at BC are "just
spouting off about" when it comes
to the Lesbian/Gay issue at BC.
Most students believe the symposium is a good idea but were hesitant about whether or not they would
attend. McCole, who diagnosed BC
as "sexually retarded," thinks the
symposium is a great idea but believs
people will "tend to harsh on it."
Reilly doesn't believe that he will
attend any of the lectures because he
"doesn't need to." He also expressBiJkMAjk kviBtttt
'lil&BBiS I'll t if If 1' r 11 HmmjMil'iillllllMUlllll\u25a0\u25a0 "\u25a0*»»B»B't»l-j->>t*^JjB^BW^B^BM^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^
ed confusion about the University's
motives. "I don't understand why, if
the school doesn't recognize this
community, they'll turn around and
have this lecture series.
It seems as though the school has
taken a stance but it seems to me that
although they have taken a stance,
they are trying to help the peoplethey
hurt."
In addition to the lecture series,
there will be a panel discussion run
WMtffeBBB 4kH
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by the chairman of the University
Forum, Thomas Restivo. The panel
will "explore the phenonmena of
homosexuality," said Restivo. The
subject matter was chosen before the
administration decided not to
recognize the Lesbian/Gay Community. "The issue was one of many
different topics collected this summer," said Restivo.
Everyone concerned was worried
about the forum in its traditional
structure where the topic of discussion is presented as a yes or no question and anyone is free to voice their
opinion.
Duffy's main concern is that people "not be subjected to harassment,
particularly verbal, because of the
stance taken on the issue."
Restivo's fear was of"a minority
of people who are very vocal who
would make things very difficult,
given the opportunity to talk."
Restivo, Brennen and Duffy all
feared that a forum would end up
confrontational?a shouting match.
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Nassau From $369
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118 newbury st.

boston, mass. 02116
(617) 266-5082
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Events and Announcements
MONDAY

tation at 7:00 pm. in McGuinn
Auditorium. All are invited to attend.

Recruiters seminar for Liberal Arts
Students on Feb. 3, 4-6 pm in the:
Terrace Lounge of the George Sherman Union. Reps from some of
Massachusetts major companies will
discuss what they look for in a college graduate. Contact Janet Oppenheimer 353-9566.

THURSDAY

Environmental Lobby What it does
for you! Talk and discussion.
McGuinn 3rd fl. lounge, 7 pm.

The Boston Area Colloquium in AnHaley House, BC's Center for Social
cient
Philosophy
presents
Justice Applications for 1986-1987
"Understanding the Timaeus." The residency are now available at Haley
speaker will be Prof. Tom Robinson House or at the University
and the lecture will be held Thursday Chaplaincy.
at 8 pm.
Say Happy Valentines Day With A
Attention SOM Freshmen! The Carnation! Sold in the Rat on Feb 6,
School of Management Honors Pro7 & 10 and in McElroy Lobby on Feb
gram is holding an informational 11 & 12. Free delivery, Feb 13, on &
meeting at 5:00 pm in Fulton 412.
off campus!
All are welcome.

TUESDAY
BC Radio Theater live radio drama
5:30 pm on WZBC 90.3 FM.
WEDNESDAY

Women and Hunger: A Boston
The Mendel Club and the Pro-Life Perspective. Pot luck meal followed
Coalition will co-sponsor a presenta- by a panel discussion. McElroy 213.
tion on "Embryology and Fetal 5:30 pm. Women's Resource Center.
Development." Dr. Michelene Roth
will speak following a slide presen-

1986 Summer Internship in France
An informational meeting for
students interested in particpation in
the 1986 Boston/Strasbourg business
internshipexchange program will be
held at 4 pm in McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge.

A View From The Heights. Public affairs program with punch, power,
and provocative points of view. 5:00
pm. Listen, call-in. WZBC 90.3 FM.

NORTH STAR CLEANERS
51 UNION ST., NEWTON CENTRE
(NEAR MBTA STATION)
527-6211
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Interested Junior Year Abroad

Students Susan Wood of Ithaca will
be in Lyons 302-A from 11 until 12
speaking about programs in London.

SSBHt

DELUXE DRY CLEANING AT
OLD FASHIONED PRICES!!!

FRIDAY
Asian Students Club Party! 9 p.m.
1 am. Campion Gym. Everyone
Welcome, please come!!

?

SWEATERS
JACKETS (Plain)
»-<Wg='

Ucontinued from page 25
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Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other
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because he has "trouble doing things
for people I don't know."
Picking up on that idea, Tom jokes
that trying to get people interested in
the group can be "life threatening."
Elaborating, he states, "you run a
real risk running up to someone and
asking them to a meeting."
Tom thinks that the group needs
to be more practical in its publicity
methods utilizing fliers and advertisements. Just what to put in the ads
was another question. Wording is
crucial and everyone agrees that confidentiality must be emphasized if
new members are going to feel comfortable about attending.
How to advertise for social events

'Nu*
j

REPRQ
associates

J-

(Qr-

private practice devoted to
reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
ts' ts P r ' vacy tnat countsFree PreB nancy Testing
Birth Control
Premensirua' Syndrome
tnan c mc care - Don't you
deserve the best?

| Get Acquainted

I

Special! j

Complete GYN Exam
-PAP Smear
? Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
Birth Control Pills

?

Heights?"
They discuss the possibility of
meeting in a place where people
would be more comfortable. Tom explained, "Walking down Hammond
Street at 7:30, Wednesdays is pretty
obvious."
Besides getting more gays involved, the group wants to keep members
interested. "Students want to belong
to something dynamic within," said
Chris. Graduate Student Tony Dell
Fera, who is a past president of Gays
at MIT, said that group "set up
reasonably consistent social activities." Chuck, also a graduate stu-

Brennen suggests that the coaltion
can use its individual talents towards
united events. With this thought, the
group takes a break.
Rejoining in the living room,
everyone can sense that it is getting
late. They assign committees including one for publicity, social and
political events and educating the gay
community.
Next week's meeting will contain
from the newly established
committees on what they have accomplished during the week.
reports
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pay mom some respect
I
)
stop sexist stereotyping at boston college \

JAMAICA UQUORS

900 Huntington Avenue
BUD or

coors

I
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BC SP ecial:

Barrel: $30 ?

If Picked Up At Store

FREE DELIVERY

I

$45.00
??

dent, counters, "this is not MIT, this
is a homophobic campus."

WE STOCK A COMPLETE
LINE OF COLD KEGS

?

\u25a0

is another issue the group has to consider. Asked Chris, "Would we dare
advertise an address in The

MOM IS NOT YOUR MAID

731-0060

I

Hypertension Group program. Beth
Israel Hospital's unique Hypertension Group Program teaches participants to control high blood
pressure by using the relaxation
response, exercise, stress management, and low- sodium, low- calorie
diets. Program emphasizes alternative treatments to drugs. New 1986
programs start Tuesday, January 7
and Wednesday, February 5. Call
735-3154 for details.

,\

Giving private care for less

(at Coolidge Corner)

i
i

There will be an open retreat for
anyone interested in No. Scituate,
Jan. 31- Feb. 2; a Senior retreat in
Cohasset, Jan. 31- Feb. 2 and Feb.
14- 16 in Wareham. Sign up in
Chaplains Office, McElroy 215.

wWuHvAuWd\vKi /paid for by concerned BC students and faculty IV «Jw vDf

*

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.

\u25a0?JI VW\

Community Building Weekend
Share, make new friends, at North
Scituate near the beach. Additional
info, in McElroy 215 X3475. Fri.
Jan. 31st- Sun. Feb. 2nd.

*

'

1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

t

The Gold Key Society is sponsoring
a campus blood drive, February 3-7,
10 am- 4 pm in Gasson 100. Info
for donors and volunteers X3497.

Pavillion.

Gays Discuss Objectives at Meeting

.

V

$4.50
$2.25
$4.50
$4.50
$2.25
$2.50

Italian Dinner & Movie at Murray
House at 5:30, Feb. 6. All the pasta,
salad, bread, and tonic you can eat
PLUS a movie afterwards. All for
only $2 !! Also, on Fri, Feb. 7. Piano
Bar from 8-12 pm. Entertainment,
snacks, refreshments, and much fun!
All for only $3.

Junior class premedical/prehealth
professional meeting with Dr. Fimian
on Monday, February 10th, Fulton
412 at 5:30 pm. Emergency cancellation date, Thursday, February 13th
in Higgins 307.

-

SUITS
PANTS
DRESSES (Plain)
SILK BLOUSES

BC Film Board presents "Nightmare
on Elm Street Friday and Saturday
at 7:30 and 10 pm. in McGuinn
Auditorium; Sunday at 7 pm in Barry
"

-

Haley House BC's Center for Social
Justice. Open House, Monday, Feb
3, 3-5 pm. Talk with students involved in peace and justice groups at BC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

+

Deposit
277-7990
277-7837

277-6195
CO 2 Systems Available on Multi-Keg Orders
Quantity Discount on Liquor ana Cases

I
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds
LOST

&

FOUND

Lost: Gold Rope Bracelet. If found
please call Kathy at 964-2920. Sentimental value. CASE OF BEER

REWARD.
SERVICES
Guitar Lessons Blues, popular, folk,
ragtime, ana acoustic styles.
Experienced teacher and local performer. Call for info. Cindy Moore

734-3532

1978 Saab, 5-door white hatchback
GLE. 85,000 miles, good condition.
X3552 or 969-8869. Ask for Dr.
Albert.

Seeking child care. Loving, responsible person to care for 6 month old
baby girl 15 hours per week.
Coolidge Corner near 'T' and bus.
Light house keeping. Non-smoker
preferred. Long-term relationship
sought. References. 738-1848. Also
seeking sitter for occasional evenings/weekends.

For Sale Guitars; Fender Telecaster
$400, Aria Pro 2, $175. Amplifiers;
Peavey Duece w/two 12" speakers
$150, Peavy 65 watt $250.
Microphone; Shore Brand $35. Drum
Set; 5 piece w/Zylians $200. Call
Robert, 848-0599
Fort Lauderdale- Spring Break 86
March 4-11. Town Tours of maiden.
Round trip air to Lauderdale, 8
days/7 nights, Holiday Inn. $309 includes everything. Call Matt
964-2933, 9pm- 12 mid.

&

Pointsetta Beach Inn. In the heart of Drivers needed at Pizza Wheel. Full
the Fort Lauderdale Strip at the & part time hours available. Hours
ocean in the action. Student dis- flexible between 4 & 12 during week
counts. 1-305-527-1800.
and 1 pm- 2am weekends. Call
254-2U4Z.
Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break 86.
Price $309 includes RT Jet 7 nights Summer & Career Jobs available!
hotel Holiday Inn. All taxes & tips. Resort Hotels, Cruise Liners &
Town Tours 482 Main St. Maiden Amusement Parks are now accepting
applications for employment! To
Ma. 02148. 617-321-3993
receive an application and information, write Tourist Information SerThe Terminal Exchange rents computer terminals! You can access your vices, P.O Box 7411 Hilton Head
school's computer (or any other) Island, SC 29928
from home! Call today for all the information with no obligation! Jobs With Peace SANE, the oldest
antinuclear lobby is looking for com731-6319.
mitted students to train as activists.
Take the Nestle Quik Spring Break Good pay. Part time 5-10 pm. Call
'86 Challenge and win all-expense 354-2169
paid trips to Daytona Beach for up
to 24 people, or $10,000 cash!!! Call Summer Job Positions: Summer sales
and business management program.
1-800-NESTLE-l for info.
Earn $346/wk. Opportunity to
travel. Only hard workers need apply. Call David 254-1634.

Must Sell (moving) Vector research
tape deck and radio reciever.
Fabulous condition. $150 apiece,
$300 both. 964-4896, Holly. Leave
message.

Roommate wanted, for lge 3 bdrm.
hse. in Oaksquare. V* mile from campus. Furnished, very well maintained. Looking for 3rd rmate to share
exp. $250 util. 964-4395.

For Sale: Peavy REKNOWN
amplifier. Two channels, reverb, and
more. 160 watts rms. Sounds great!!!
Call 964-5995.

B

Female roomate needed immediately for recently renovated, fully furnishd apartment, w/pool and hot
tub, by BC bus stop & on the Circle.
If you want a safe, beautiful, and
very reasonably priced apartment
please call. 738-4844.

?

?

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 1 7th AND NEEDS A COPY OF
THIS AD

rabbit's foot

4PVW where you step into style with comfort

Female roommate wanted! Beautiful
condo! Two bdrm, two baths,
$225/month heated, 10 mm. Walk to
BC. Call now 254-5164.

1267 CENTER STREET, NEWTON CENTER

PERSONALS

Domino's Pizza is Looking
For Energetic Workers

Freshmen!!!! Do you have your
Sophmore year off? Are you
dissatisfied? Would you want your
Junior year off? I can help. Please
call John D. at 964-7507.

Experienced Drivers Apply Now
to earn approx. $10/hr.

Funkmaster,
Hope you get your man.
?The Beast
:'

?

I

:

?

Part-time clerk wanted. Hours: :
Monday-Friday, 9-12. E.F Huttonat
Chestnut Hill. Contact Paul Dewey
at 739-8756.
\
?

SHELTER THE

j

HOMELESS

\

?

THE BANGS HAVE IT.

fantasies...

o%u

YOUR FAVORITE SHOE STORE IN NEWTON
CENTER IS OFFERING TO BOSTON COLLEGE
STUDENTS 20% OFF EVERY
BOOT SHOE HANDBAG (Sale and Nonsale)

BC AID
A Charity Dance
Childcare For Adorable Toddler, j Friday, February 7?9:00 pmj
Brookline, near 'T. Mon. and/or : O'Connell House
Wed, 9-5. Mature, responsible perTickets: $5
j
son. References. Immediate salary On Sale Feb. 4, McElroy
3rd:
neg. 739-1258, Donna.

Babysitter needed. Responsible, experienced, fun loving person to care
for good natured 3 y.o and 6 y.o.
Wednesday and Friday afternoons
(occassional evenings optional.)
Newton Highlands, near 'T'
969-44730.

you/t

fjie

"GAL STUDENTS"

?

Tired of renting skis? For sale one pr.
180 cm, K2 Starfire beginner skis
w/salomon bindings. Must sell, $85.
Call Jim 964-4052

9W? Sfe JUe (W

jcft 20 uwtfc eft fes. ($25 {at each
sklent wtes
acWttowG umL) (W in to (jUc 8&toy lIS
QAktoes5, at sOofm
cfay

For immediate rent. 39 Comm.
Aye.(2 mm. walk). Furnished, parking, fireplace, laundry. $300/mo.
Everything included. 965-7476, Gale.

.

FOR SALE

3h» cDc3

Sfcafte

APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES

G Typing-Cant type? Overworked?? We're your type!!! Fast,
reliable, service done on IBM
machines. Free pick-up/delivery. Don't rent, own your skis. Olin Mark
Call: Days 10-4, 782-4658/Nites, 4 comp w/Solomon 727 bindings.
438-8577.
$100 or best offer. Call Brian,
964-4361.
Professional Typing. Term papers,
HELP WANTED
reports, resumes, cover letters,
and
926-4294.
price
quality.
etc...Best

D

(

5,

?

flexible hours
Must have own car, valid driver's
license, and proof of insurance.

Pizza Makers and Managers
come fill out applications
for brand new Domino's Pizza
opening Feb. near BC
Apply at 1 70 Tremont St., Boston

m
<>

j:

,

Study in Ireland

ji

Abbey Theatre Summer Workshop
June 23

-

July 27 1986

i!

!|

Let us cut you in on fashion's newest accessory: Bangs. But bangs
like never before. Soft or geometric. Or crackled and fringed. Worn
with the new finishing products: WET, SLICKER, or THICK ENDS.
We're waiting to show you how at your SEBASTIAN ARTISTIC
CENTER. The difference between OK and extraordinary.

Alexander

SALON

163 Newbury St.
Boston, MA
(617)267-1450

900 Washington St.
Braintree, MA

s

ii

i

MADEMOISELLE
COSMOPOLmN

&

Theatre
ii

!|

fl~

"£

>

Applications due: March Ist
See Professsor Kristin Morrison i
Carney 429
552-3732

(617)848-7686

~Na
TKKSrSSZKr
are trademarks

WE'RE A SEBASTIAN ARTISTIC CENTER.
ARTISTIC CENTER, WET,

jj Six credits in:
English
or Speech Communications
\
or Irish Studies

SLICKER, THICK ENDS

of Sebastian

International.

i
«
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Replace Lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Costl
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Daily Wear Lenses
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?Amsof
?American Hydron
?Aosoft
?Bausch & Lomb
?Cibasoft
?Durasoft
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$41.93 pair

Tinted Lenses
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Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
Cibasoft Colors

'titmMWMrlmiu
?AOSoftcon
?Bausch & Lomb
?Cooper Vision
Permalens
?CSIT
?Durasoft 3
?Genesis 4
?Hydrocurve

J[

«,

$57/pr.

$45/pr

$67/pr.
$97/pr.
$57/pr.
$55/pr.
$87/pr.

IF YOUR BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE, SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE.
1
1
D.l.
,

I

Dear Doctor
Please send me a copy

ol my latest soli
contact lens prescription Please complete
this and mail it as soon as possible Thanh
yOy very much
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Filler's Signature

Bermuda. Where to find the class
when class is out.

!'

?ii

All lenses guaranteed first quality, and
are supplied in the original lactory
sealed vialt.

FOLLOW THESE 5 EASY STEP S
1 Acquire your complete contact lens

!'

i:

-

prescription
2.Complete trie order below
3 Make check, money order, or
complete credit card mlormaion payable to CLS. inc.
4.Enclose name, address & phone

number wrfn order
5 Mail all information to.

Contact Lens Supply, inc.
30650 Carter Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 441 39
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Bermuda College Weeks. March 2 to April 5,1986.
This spring, come relax on long pink
beaches next to a soothing ocean.
Or explore the inroads and inlets of our
quaint island by moped.
Appreciate a quiet... miles and miles from
clutter and crowds.
Or dance madly to the vibrant music of
local steel and calypso bands.
Leave school far, far behind you.
Or come party with your friends on our
complimentary cruises and enjoy lunche*s

at our most luxurious

hotels.
Come bask in the leisurely pace of our

beautiful island.
Or swim, sail, snorkel, play golf and tennis
to exhaustion.
Come celebrate in style. Or drink in our

j

!;

jJ

Total for lenses

?

Shipping I Hondftng

:

I have enclosed total
payment in the following

manner:
check
VISA

j

j\

your travel agent for details.
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for 25 years."
pairs at
Please send
BC
a pair.
only

*Totd
>

sophisticated atmosphere.
It's all here, in Bermuda this spring. Call
l

216/248-2416

' 'Contact Lens Suppliers

i'

">

ii

::

MasterCard

(Personal Checks must be cleared
prior to shipment)

ll|Ml»l

I

?

-

?No single lens orders please.
We will keep all prescriptions on file
for reorders.
?90% of the lenses ordered ore in our
inventory end ready to be shipped in
24 hours.
?

!'

money order

